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The One Hundred and Eighty-Sixth
Annual Report
TOWN OF
BREMEN, MAINE
For the fiscal year from January 1, 2015
to December 31, 2015
2010 Census Resident Population – 806
 Lincoln County Publishing Co.
 Newcastle / Damariscotta, Me.
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About the Cover
One very cold February morning, while having my first cup of coffee as 
I marveled over the unbelievable view of the frozen-over channel before me, 
I received a phone call from the Coast Guard saying that they had received 
a couple of calls from fishermen in Bremen requesting their assistance in 
breaking up the ice. Not everyone in Town had their boats out for the winter, 
and there were several frozen in. Lieutenant David Bourbeau wanted to let 
me know that he would try to come when they finished up in Friendship. He 
also added that the 65-foot cutter named Tackle needed at least 12 feet of 
water, and the ice breaking would need to be done during an ebbing tide so 
the ice would flow outward.
I immediately called Gary Worthley, manager of the Bremen Co-op; 
Blair Pyne, owner of BCMS; and Craig Prior, owner of Medomak Shellfish, 
Inc. to let them know that the Coast Guard would be on the way. The Tackle 
was successful in breaking up enough ice to free 5 boats at the Co-op and 
then felt it was best to be on their way out of Town due to the window of 
time that they had, tightness of the area, and concerns of water depths. I 
then received a call back from Blair Pyne saying that he was actually glad 
that they did not make it to his place, as he would rather let the ice melt and 
go out naturally as opposed to breaking it up; the large pieces of ice could 
cause more damage. All three of the businesses listed above, as well as my 
own, Maine Fresh Lobster, Inc., sustained damage from the ice, some more 
significant than others.
MELANEE  OSIER-GILBERT
Bremen Harbor Master
Photo Courtesy of The Lincoln County News
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Town of Bremen Information
PO Box 171
208 Waldoboro Road
Bremen, ME 04551
Town Office Hours
Tuesday - Wednesday - Friday
 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Thursday
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Closed Mondays
Telephone: (207) 529-5945
Fax: (207) 529-6302
Email: Bremen@Tidewater.net
Selectmen’s Meetings
1st & 3rd Thursday evenings of each month at 5:00 p.m.
Planning Board Meetings
2nd Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. 
Bremen Conservation Commission
1st Monday of each month at 5:00 p.m. at the Bremen Library
Harbor Committee Meetings
As Announced
Shellfish Committee Meetings
 As Announced
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Municipal Officers
 ELECTED MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS
SELECTMEN, ASSESSORS, & OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
John Marsh - 2018 Henry Nevins - 2016 Wendy Pieh - 2017
PLANNING BOARD
Stephen Barnes - 2016 (Chair)  Jack Boak - 2018
William Emmet - 2018  Edith Kearney - 2018
David Koubek - 2016  Thomas Kronenberger - 2018
Walter Voskian - 2018
SCHOOL BOARD
Judith Mohr - 2017 J. William Thomas - 2016 Kerry Weber - 2018
HARBOR COMMITTEE
Melanee Osier-Gilbert - 2016  Robin Lailer (appointed)
Bruce Poland - 2017
APPOINTED MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS
TOWN CLERK, TREASURER,
TAX COLLECTOR, REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
Kelly A. Clancy
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK, DEPUTY REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
Martha G. Varsano
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK
Julie Cruz
Penelope Card, per diem  Judith Mohr, per diem
FIRE CHIEF  DEPUTY FIRE WARDENS
Fernald Poland  Penelope Card Kelly Clancy
  Julie Cruz Ron Poland
  Martha Varsano
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PLUMBING INSPECTOR/CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
Stanley Waltz
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER  HEALTH OFFICER
Lincoln County Sheriff’s Dept.  Stanley Waltz
SHELLFISH WARDENS
Rand Maker, Warden  Aaron Beck, Deputy
  Ken Hatch, Deputy
SHELLFISH COMMITTEE
Rand Maker Wendy Pieh Bob Poland
Bruce Anderson  Stephen Barnes Timothy Collamore, Sr.
(resigned) (resigned) (resigned)
HARBOR MASTER  DEPUTY HARBOR MASTER
Melanee Osier-Gilbert  Aaron Beck
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Gerould Clark Stephen Maclachlan Harold Schramm
Kenneth Vinal Joseph Vitti Walter Voskian
Lisa Wilson (Chair) 
APPEALS BOARD
Gerould Clark (Chair) A. Knight Coolidge  Harold Schramm
Christopher Wells Melinda Wells (Alt.) David West
BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW
No assessment reviews held in 2015
TOWN MEETING MODERATORS
Donald Means  Wendy Pieh
ELECTION WARDENS  DEPUTY ELECTION WARDEN
Kelly A. Clancy  Penelope Card
Martha G. Varsano
Julie Cruz
BALLOT CLERKS
Penelope Card Judith Mohr Wendy Pieh
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TOWN HOUSE COMMITTEE
Cordelia Goth Edgar Johns Sandra Johns
Karen Rutan  Kate Varian Martha Varsano
Mary Berger (Alt.) Michele Prior (Alt.) Janice Kemper (Alt.)
ORDINANCE REVIEW COMMITTEE
(Disbanded)
BREMEN CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Mary Berger Virginia Betts Bennett Collins
Stephen Laurich Terry Marsh  Susan Metzger, Chair
Christa Thorpe Mary Voskian
ADDRESSING OFFICER
Stanley Waltz
CENTRAL LINCOLN COUNTY AMBULANCE COMMITTEE
John Otterbein
ALEWIVES COMMITTEE
Robbie McLaughlin Shannon McLaughlin Fernald Poland
Ken Vinal David Wilkins
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE
District 90
State Representative: .........................................................Michael G. Devin
 1 Hillcrest Road
 Newcastle, ME 04553
Cell Phone (207) 975-3132
Business Phone: (207) 563-8350
E-Mail:  Michael.Devin@legislature.maine.gov
Capitol Address: House of Representatives
 2 State House Station
 Augusta, ME 04333-0002
Telephone: (207) 287-1400 (Voice)
 (207) 287-4469 (TTY)
Toll Free Message Service: 1-800-423-2900
Web Site: http://www.maine.gov/legis/house/hsebios/devimg.htm
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STATE SENATE
District 13
State Senator: ...........................................................Christopher K. Johnson
Home Address: 3230 Turner Ridge Road
 Somerville, ME 04348
Residence: (207) 549-3358
E-Mail: Chris.johnson@legislature.maine.gov
 chris@dirigo.net
Capitol Address: 3 State House Station
 Augusta, ME 04333-0003
Telephone: (207) 287-1515
 (207) 287-1583 (TTY)
Toll Free Message Service: 1-800-423-6900
Web Site: http://www.legislature.maine.gov/senate
YOUR FEDERAL LAWMAKERS
U.S. Senators
Susan M. Collins Angus S. King, Jr.
413 Dirksen Senate 133 Hart Senate
Office Building Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-1904 Washington, DC 20510-1905
(202) 224-2523 (202) 224-5344
(202) 224-2693 (fax) (202) 224-1946 (fax)
www.collins.senate.gov Maine Offices: 1-800-432-1599
 www.king.senate.gov
U.S. Representative
Chellie Pingree
District 1
2162 Rayburn HOB
Washington, DC 20515
(202) 225-6116
(202) 225-5590 (fax)
Maine Number: (207) 774-5019 or 1-888-862-6500
www.pingree.house.gov
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Selectmen’s Report
Bremen has had another very good year. Lots of snow and cold, and 
everyone in Town pulled together to support one another through a very 
long winter. 
The office continues to run very efficiently under the leadership of 
Kelly Clancy. Julie Cruz and Martha Varsano have been excellent Deputy 
Clerks, with Penny Card helping out with efficiency and grace. With a new 
office layout, it feels even more welcoming when you come in the door.
The Town Office has seen notable improvements this year. A new space 
has been created in the back of the main meeting room to accommodate the 
Historical Society, the old divided back room has been modified to create 
another meeting space, the office has been redesigned, and work continues 
to be done on changing to one bathroom. Jack Clancy has somehow been 
doing all of this work, proving himself indispensable. We’re not sure how 
he keeps smiling!
We’re now assured that the Town House will remain standing for 
many years; it even has outside lights that reflect its historical presence. 
Be sure to visit it during one of its many annual events. The Bremen Town 
House Committee organizes several events and acts as host for other Town 
activities.
The Hillside Cemetery north side retaining wall has been rebuilt this 
year. This included excavation and drainage for over 120 feet of stone. The 
Hillside Cemetery is one of the oldest cemeteries in Bremen and the resting 
place of many Bremen families.
The Hay property is also coming along nicely. There is a road in 
construction that will allow residents to access the water, with a small 
parking lot, and a great view. The Bremen Conservation Commission is 
working with the Selectmen in developing a property that we can all enjoy.
Under the guidance of Hank Nevins, our roads continue to improve, 
and we are now in a position where we can hold steady and work within 
a reasonable annual budget. In hard times the roads suffered, and they are 
now in much better overall shape. Please let the Town know if you notice 
something that we may have missed and that needs attention.
We had something like eight feet of snow last winter, and Jody Sprague 
and his crew continued to work night and day to keep ahead of the seemingly 
endless snowstorms.
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Our finances continue to be in excellent shape, and we are hoping that 
we can hold the property taxes down again this year. Our only volatile and 
unpredictable expense is the education costs. Because the education costs 
run on a July – June calendar, we are considering changing our budget to 
reflect the same. This will be put to a Town vote in the future.
Unfortunately, two treasured folks are retiring. Martha Varsano, who 
has worked in the Town Office for close to 20 years, has decided to retire. 
She has been an amazingly friendly and helpful face in the Office, and 
she will be sorely missed. Martha will be helping us out on an occasional 
basis.
We also want to take a moment to thank Hank Nevins for his many 
contributions, since he will not be running for Selectman in 2016. He has 
been a great deal of the energy and commitment that has brought the Town 
to the fine condition it is in today. Whether it is acquiring the Hay property, 
managing the finances, tending to the roads, or telling really bad jokes, we 
really don’t know what we will do without him.
Please stop by the Town Office and let them know how much you 
appreciate them, and the years they have dedicated to our Town.
In closing, we want to remind you that this Town is only as good as those 
of you who are willing to take the time to volunteer and help out. Everyone 
is incredible in a crisis; we need you to participate on a regular basis. We are 
desperately short at the Fire Department and the First Responders, and the 
other Town committees as well. Not every spot on the ballot has someone 
running for it. We need you.
Sincerely,
WENDY  PIEH
HANK  NEVINS
JOHN  MARSH
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Maine Emergency Medical Services 
Award
Maine Emergency Medical Services honored our very own Dr. Peter 
Goth’s decades of pioneering work with a prestigious Governor’s Award at 
a ceremony at the State House Hall of Flags on May 18, 2015. The 2015 
Governor’s Award recognized Peter for “exceptional contribution to the 
EMS system of the state, with contributions in multiple areas of EMS.” 
In his acceptance of the award, Peter stated, “When I started back in the 
early 70s, not only was emergency medicine not a specialty, but EMS wasn’t 
around. The way you got to the hospital in an emergency was in a hearse. 
Look at where we are today, with incredible professional and competent 
performance in our emergency responders.”
Not the least of Peter’s contributions has been his work establishing 
clinical guidelines for application in emergency medicine and EMS where 
previously none existed. His experience with and development of guidelines 
for management of cardiopulmonary arrest, joint 
dislocations, wound management, and spine 
injuries in emergency and rescue situations has 
been cutting edge, and has been adopted by many 
other state EMS programs.
Of course, we all know Peter as the friendly 
face that helps out with the fire department, is 
willing to listen and advise us on our medical 
issues, and spends his free time working on the 
farm. Stop by and say hello.
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Assessors Report 2015
James Murphy, Jr., Assessors Representative
Murphy Appraisal Services, Inc.
2015 was a transition year for the assessing in Bremen. Almost every 
property (900+/-) had a close review of the valuation as part of the General 
Revaluation. In the end, there were 5 abatements. That is a ridiculously 
low number for a revaluation. This was a result of preparation, execution, 
communication, another site-specific review, and lots of weekends in 
Bremen.
Not everyone is happy; it would be impossible to accomplish that feat. 
But, that is not a requirement to have success in assessing with 600 plus 
properties, over 1500 photographs and hours upon hours of trying to get this 
project perfect. Assessing is the same as attempting to organize butterflies 
in a field of flowers on a windy day.
I am expecting to have the Town Certified Ratio at 100% for 2016. We 
will see what the State audit concludes. This will increase the Homestead 
and Veterans Exemptions. The Homestead Exemption increases for 2016 
from $10,000 to $15,000. For 2017, the Homestead Exemption will be 
$20,000.
For 2016, in theory, this would reduce the taxes for each Homestead 
qualified owner by $60+/-, if budgets were not going to increase. But, wait 
for it, here is the rest of the story. The increase in the Homestead exemption 
reduces the taxable value of the town by $1,350,000 dollars. Why is that 
important?
The tax rate calculation is the amount of budget dollars to be raised 
divided by the Town’s taxable value. 
If the budget dollars to be raised do not change and taxable value 
decreases, the tax rate increases.
But Jim, you ask, what about the new construction value, does that 
not reduce the tax rate? Glad you asked. So to cover the decrease in the 
taxable value from the increase in the Homestead Exemption amount, the 
new construction needs to increase by $1,350,000 for 2016 just to break 
even and have a flat tax rate.
I am required to track the new value increases each year for the LD 
1 calculation. Since 2009, the Town has never had a gross value increase 
of over $1,100,000 in new construction. Gross increase, not net increase. 
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Decreases in value come from a variety of reasons including correction 
of details, removal of buildings or parts of buildings, surveys with better 
acreages and other reasons.
So the taxable value is starting $1,350,000 in the hole, which means 
if the budgets do not increase the tax rate is going up. And, as the sale tax 
increases for snacks and such, taxpayers are going to pay more in taxes. So 
much for the State government ‘reducing’ your property taxes.
Tax relief in the form of the Maine Homestead Exemption is available 
to all qualified property owners. If you have received an exemption in 
Bremen in previous years, you do not need to reapply. You are eligible for 
this program if you have owned a residence in Maine for the last 12 months 
as of April 1st of the year of the commitment, are a resident of the Town, 
and if your Bremen home is your declared place of residence. 
Also available are the Veterans Exemption, Blind Exemption and other 
programs that can assist at the Town and State level. Please call me at if you 
have a question. I am usually scheduled for the Bremen Town Office every 
other Wednesday. 
ASSESSMENT STATISTICS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2015
Total Taxable Valuation $173,222,900
Homestead Exemption Valuation  $2,569,600
 Commitment Date July 23, 2015
 Last day to appeal valuation January 24, 2016
 Tax (Mill) Rate $12.10 per $1,000 of taxable value
 Tax amount to be raised $2,103,536.60
 Last Year $1,772,861.66
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2015 HOMESTEAD EXEMPTIONS
NAME MAP/LOT EXEMPTION
ACHORN MORRIS, STEPHANY 011-024 9500
ADAMSKY, SHARON 007-022-003 9500
ADNOPOZ, DAVID & SUSAN 004-012-00A 9500
ANDERSON, ANNLOU S. 010-047-011 9500
ANDERSON, DEBORAH L. 011-014-001 9500
ANDERSON, GERALD & SHIRLEY 011-018 9500
ANDERSON, JR., GERALD & MICHELLE 011-018-00L-002 4600
APGAR, GEORGE B. & JOAN W 003-024-001 9500
ARCHIE, EARL & DIANE 003-031-00A 9500
AUTIO, DAVID 014-031 9500
AVANTAGGIO, WM & JOANNE D 003-026 9500
BARBER, WAYNE & ANNA 004-082-00A 9500
BARNES, JURATE & STEPHEN E, CO-TTES 011-027 9500
BARTLETT, CONSTANCE J 003-030-00B 9500
BARTOLOTTA, JR., SALVATORE & REBEC 011-031-003 9500
BEDELL, RICHARD 001-010 9500
BERG, RENHOLT S. & CHRISTINE M. 011-031-004 9500
BERGER, KARL & MARY 006-003 9500
BEWELL, RICHARD T. & CHANDRA M 013-024 9500
BOAK IV, JAMES K & BERG, KAREN 003-028-00A 9500
BOOTHBY, GENE & ELIZABETH 007-008 9500
BOOTHBY, JAMES H 007-022-001 9500
BOSSLER, ANNETTE 004-009-00F 9500
BOUTILIER, JAMES ERNEST 004-095 9500
BRIGGS, JOHN 010-039 9500
BRIGGS, NATHAN T. & MAKI 006-038-00C 9500
BURNHAM, LAWRENCE & MELISSA 003-053-003 9500
BURNS, JANICE Q. 012-024 9500
BURRALL, CAROL T. 010-047 9500
BUTLER, CHRISTOPHER & CAROLYN 004-017 9500
CARD, PENELOPE N 004-082-005 9500
CLANCY, JOHN JR & KELLY A 006-019-019 9500
CLARK, DIANE 016-010 9500
COLLAMORE, BRADLEY & PATRICIA 010-020-001 9500
COLLAMORE, BRIAN 013-017 9500
COLLAMORE, BRIDGET 013-020 9500
COLLAMORE, ELLEN R 010-020 9500
COLLINS, BENNETT B 011-009-00A 9500
COLLINS, KARYN E. 006-023 9500
COOLIDGE, ROBERT B. 004-066 9500
COOMBS, DOUGLAS C & SHARON L., TTEES 007-005 9500
CORSON, CAMILLE 006-020-00A 9500
COTTON, JANET M. 008-019-00A 9500
COTTON, JEFFERSON 004-037 9500
CRAIG, GEORGE & VARIAN & KATIE 003-053-002 9500
CROCETTI, ALFRED & RUTH 006-041 9500
CROSS, JAMES & MELISSA 011-030 9500
CRUZ, RANDOLPH & JULIE L. 010-019-00A 9500
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CULL, ROBERT M 003-035 9500
DAVIS, SUSAN B. 014-003 9500
DAVISON, CATHY G. 001-006 9500
DAWSON, HAROLD & REBECCA 010-005-00A 9500
DICKINSON, CHRISTOPHER & NAOMI 011-028-001 9500
DIGREGORIO, ANTHONY & CARMEN 008-002 9500
DOLLOFF, BEVERLY 003-028-001 9500
DONSBACH, HAGUE & ANNA 006-019-001 9500
DUFFY, ERIC J & KELLEY BORG 007-030-00A 9500
ECKMAN, ROLAND & MARGARET 006-005-001 9500
EMMET, MARJA TUULIKKI; TRUSTEE 004-065-0AA 9500
EUGLEY, SUSAN & ROBERT 007-036-00C 9500
FESMIRE, CHESTER & DEBORAH 001-003 9500
FETSKO, JOAN 006-047-00A 9500
FIELDS, DAVID & JANET 003-020 9500
FINNERAN, MICHAEL & DONNA 013-018 9500
FISH, VAUGHN & MARY A 015-004 9500
FLOOD, CHRISTINA L 007-036-00E 9500
FOOTE, REV. STEPHEN 006-019-00A 9500
FORDE, MARY & SEAN 004-003-001 9500
FORTI, THOMAS & EVELYN 014-027 9500
GELHAR, LYNN & ELEANOR, TRUSTEES 006-019-005 9500
GENTHNER, CAROL 007-036-00A 9500
GENTHNER, CLYDE E. AND JOAN L. JT 007-014 9500
GENTHNER, MYRNA LOUISE 014-001-00A 9500
GENTHNER, RICKY & DEBRA 010-020-00A 9500
GENTHNER, SR., GARY & KAREN 007-036-001 9500
GIGUERE, SCOTT S & SANDRA M 007-037-00A 9500
GILBERT, JOHN & MELANEE O 013-001-00A 9500
GINNATY, PATRICK S. 010-003 9500
GLIDDEN, KENNETH & SHIRLEY 010-012-00B 9500
GOLDBERG, GRACE 006-005-002-003 9500
GOTH, CORDELIA 003-014 9500
GRAY, EUNICE & HARRIS, TOBY S 013-017-001 9500
GRIERSON, INGRID 007-035 9500
GRINDLE, BRADLEY A & MARIA 003-004 9500
GRYGA, MIRIAM H & HALLOWELL, M.; TTEE 004-064 9500
GUSTAFSON, ARTHUR L. III 008-019 9500
HAFFORD, SAM & MARCIA 001-001-00E 9500
HALL, ELIZABETH A. & MICHAEL B 003-027 9500
HALL, MARIE H 010-004 9500
HALL, NANCY TERRELL 010-032 9500
HALL, STEPHEN H. & HALEY, DIXIE M 011-029 9500
HAMILTON, ELIZABETH 008-001-001 9500
HANEL, NANCY E.; ALICE C & 006-022 9500
HANLEY, JEWEL R. 003-037-00A 9500
HANLY, MATTHEW 003-038-00D 9500
HANSEN, BARBARA 007-041-00A 9500
HANSON, CAROLE 010-021 9500
HARLOR, SUSAN B. 008-026 9500
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HARPER, BRENT & WEST-HARPER, LISA A. 007-009-001 9500
HARRINGTON, FREDERICK W. 014-020-00A 9500
HERBERT, DAVID 011-016 9500
HOFFERAGE, JEAN M & TUTHILL, GAIL W 003-018 9500
HOLT, ANDREA 007-022-007 9500
HOPPER, DAVID P FAM TRST 006-034 9500
HORNBERGER, JAMES 007-021-001 9500
HORNBERGER, WILLIAM 007-018 9500
HUDSON, TODD & INSOOK 010-028 9500
HUTCHINSON, SANDRA O. 007-012 9500
JAGELA, JOHN R. & ROBERT K. 011-026-002 9500
JICHA, JR., JOHN & MARGARET 012-003 9500
JOBE, LORA JANE 006-019-002 9500
JOHNS, JR., EDGAR M. & SANDRA L. 015-017-00A 9500
JOHNSON, BONITA M. 006-033 9500
JOHNSON, LAURIE 007-036-00B 9500
JONES, ROBERT H. & CAROL A. 006-019-004 9500
KALER, HOWARD & SARAH 010-019 9500
KALER, III, WALTER E. 014-008 9500
KALER, JOYCE 008-020 9500
KALER, ROBERT E JR 007-026-00C 9500
KEARNEY, EDITH; TRUSTEE 006-005-002-009 9500
KEENE, RICHARD, AVA & SANDRA JANE 014-022 9500
KELLEY, PHILIP & ALFREDA 010-005-00C 9500
KELLEY, SCOTT & CHRISTINA M. 010-005-00D 9500
KEMPER, ROBERT B & JANICE E 010-018-001 9500
KENNEY, MICHAEL J & ELIZABETH M 004-082-001 9500
KIESSLING, ROGER 010-005 9500
KINNEY, ELEANOR H 003-041 9500
KLEPEIS, MARTIN SR & MARYANN 014-021 9500
KOSTENBADER, THOMAS & JOANNE 006-019-012 9500
KOUBEK, DAVID E 011-002 9500
KOUBEK, RICHARD & BETTS, VIRGINIA 011-003 9500
LAILER, GARY L & ROBIN 007-031-003 9500
LAURICH, STEPHEN & JO E 003-023 9500
LEEMAN, JR, DONALD 010-022 9500
LEONARD, MICHAEL & FISHER, JANET 007-031-00D 9500
LIGHT, DAVID R. & LACLAIR, JOELLE H. 010-035 9500
LILLY, FREDERIC J & KERRI A 010-014 9500
LIND, JR., GORDON 006-038-00B 9500
LIVERMORE, WARREN J. 010-024-00B 9500
LONG, HERMAN & MARLENE 006-019-021 9500
LOVEJOY, RHONDA L. 003-024-008 9500
MACLACHLAN, STEPHEN A & KATHLEEN M 007-034 9500
MACOMBER, ISABEL M 016-013-00A 9500
MAGNUSSON, KURT F & JOAN S 008-003-00A 9500
MALONE, LESLIE M. 007-016 9500
MANK, DAVID 010-028-00A 9500
MARCHI, RICHARD & SHARON 004-033 9500
MARIANI, GLENN & ESTHER 004-072 9500
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MARSH, JOHN B III & TERRY D 004-009-00G 9500
MARTIN, DAVID & JAJA 006-040 9500
MAZZARELLA, LINDA & 
 MCLAUGHLIN, WILLIAM F. 011-006-00A 9500
MCBRIEN, MICHAEL & JEANNE 006-019-00B 9500
MCFARLAND, MILES & LINDA 010-022-001 9500
MCLAUGHLIN, ROBERT P. 003-002-001 9500
MCLAUGHLIN, SHANNON W & AMY W 003-026-003 9500
MCLAUGHLIN, STEVEN M 003-026-002 9500
MCLEOD, NOREEN 009-009-004 L 9500
METZGER, SUSAN 006-044 9500
MILLER, CHARLES F. & VICTORIA L. 003-033-002 9500
MILLER, DANIEL & EILEEN 016-013 9500
MILLETT, PETER J & KAREN A 006-001-00A 9500
MOHR JR., JOHN & JUDITH 012-015-00B 9500
MOHR, CELIA W. (LE) 012-015 9500
MOODY, ROBIN & STOCK, TAMARA 006-011 9500
MORRIS, JOHN & MARIAN 004-039 9500
MORTIMER, DORIS I. 003-030-004-L 9500
MORTIMER, MARCIA R 003-030-001 9500
MOXCEY, RALPH & BARBARA 014-030 9500
NASH, STUART 010-002-00A 9500
NESSLAGE, ANN 004-091-00A 9500
NEVINS, HENRY & LINDA 010-024-00A 9500
NICOLOSI, DOMENIC 007-002 9500
NORTON, REBECCA L 010-036 9500
O’BRIEN, BRADY E 003-026-00A 9500
O’BRIEN, TRAVIS M. & CREAMER, KRISTIE M 006-048 9500
OLSON, LENNART 004-016 9500
O’MELIA, STEPHEN & JACQUELINE 006-041-001 9500
ORCUTT, HARRIS A. & THERESA 011-008 9500
OSIER, DAVID 013-022 9500
OSIER, DAVID J & TONI 013-002 9500
OSIER, DAVID J. & MEGAN A. 013-023 9500
OSIER, DAVID N 013-023-00A 9500
OTTERBEIN, JOHN & HART, ANN R. 003-038-00B 9500
PATTON, ALBERT & JEANNE 010-047-003 9500
PEABODY, RONALD & JANE 011-014-00A 9500
PECK, JANET 010-038 9500
PEDERSON, CAROLYN L. 010-047-006 9500
PETAN, MICHAEL B. & WRIGHT, STEPHANIE J. 010-044 9500
PIEH, WENDY & GOTH, PETER 003-011 9500
POLAND, ALAN & REBECCA 004-008 9500
POLAND, AMANDA & CLYDE, JR. 006-037 9500
POLAND, BOBBIE S. 011-032 9500
POLAND, BRUCE 006-019-024 9500
POLAND, ELIZABETH (LE) 007-004 9500
POLAND, FERNALD & SANDY 011-032-001 9500
POLAND, RONALD & RUTH 006-032-00C 9500
PRIOR, CRAIG & CYNTHIA 013-013 9500
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PRIOR, DENNIS & MICHELE 014-024-00A 9500
PRIOR, DONALD E. 007-026-00A 9500
PRIOR, JEREMY R. 014-002-00A 9500
PRIOR, JR., VERGE & RUTH ANN 013-009 9500
PRIOR, STEPHEN & BRENDA 014-036 9500
PUSEY, CALEB W. 004-069-017 9500
PYNE, LEDYARD BLAIR 010-044-00C 9500
RAGATZ, VERONICA A 001-001-00D 9500
RANCOURT, JEFFREY 011-015-00A 9500
RANSOM, CAROL; TRUSTEE 008-002-00B 9500
REDLINE, KEVIN R. & COLLEEN A. 008-021 9500
REED, DAVID 011-031-002 9500
RENELT, SUSAN J 006-046 9500
RENY, MARY KATE 004-024-003 9500
RICE, HERBERT W & LISA J 006-037-00A 9500
RILEY, JOHN F & FLAVIA M 010-024 9500
RILEY, MICHELLE M 010-011 9500
ROBINSON, GEOFFREY & DIANTHA 008-023 9500
ROUSHDY, JUANITA C. 007-042 9500
ROWLAND, GRACE L 004-029 9500
RUGGERIO, THOMAS & MARIE 003-033-003 9500
RUTAN, RONALD & KAREN 006-047 9500
SAMPSON, PAUL & BONITA 006-015-001 9500
SAN ANGELO, LILA 006-045-001 9500
SANDEFUR, GLEN E & LINDA M 004-054 9500
SCHMEHL, RICHARD & NANCY 004-065-00A 9500
SCIMONE, CHARLES M & KRAJNIK, CAROL M 014-023 9500
SHOTT, ROBIN A. 006-005-00B 9500
SIMMONS, ANTONINA & MACKENZIE, JEAN 010-046 9500
SIMMONS, BERT 011-028 9500
SIMPSON, LORRAINE & ROBERT D. 014-002 9500
SKINNER, JOHN 006-005-002-013 9500
SMITH, LAWRENCE 010-017 9500
SOOHEY, DONALD E. 006-032-00D 9500
SOOHEY, ROBERT 006-032 9500
SPARKES, KENNETH L. & LYNN 006-019-008 9500
STANLEY, CHRISTOPHER 014-035 9500
STAPP, DAVID S & KERRITH 013-004 9500
STOUTER, GEORGE 003-015 9500
STRAWSER, SR. DANIEL G. & DONNA M. 003-024-002 9500
TAPPAN, ROGER & GLADYS 012-005 9500
TAYLOR, RICHARD & NANCY 003-024-004 9500
TEELE, ALLEN R. & SARAH J. 011-028-002 9500
TEELE, DAVID & JOAN 007-036-00G 9500
TEELE, ERIC A. & JOAN W. 007-036-00H 9500
TEELE, JR., RUFUS & KATHLEEN 007-036-002 9500
TEELE, THOMAS H. & DEBRA S. 007-036 9500
THOMAS, J. WILLIAM & SANDRA 001-007 9500
TIGERT, MARY JANE 008-012 9500
TOMASELLO, ALLEN & CHERYL 010-001-00C 9500
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2015 VETERANS’ EXEMPTIONS
NAME MAP/LOT EXEMPTION
ANDERSON, ANNLOU S. 010-047-011 5,700
ARCHIE, EARL & DIANE 003-031-00A 5,700
BARNES, JURATE & STEPHEN E, CO-TTES 011-027 5,700
BARTLETT, CONSTANCE J 003-030-00B 5,700
BEDELL, RICHARD 001-010 5,700
BRIGGS, JOHN 010-039 5,700
BURNS, RUSSELL J. & BURNS, CLAY 012-025 5,700
COLLAMORE, BRIDGET 013-020 5,700
COTTON, JEFFERSON 004-037 5,700
DOLLOFF, BEVERLY 003-028-001 5,700
ECKMAN, ROLAND & MARGARET 006-005-001 5,700
FERENCE, RAYMOND J & CAROL M 004-005 5,700
FIELDS, DAVID & JANET 003-020 5,700
FISH, VAUGHN & MARY A 015-004 5,700
FORDE, MARY & SEAN 004-003-001 5,700
GENTHNER, CLYDE E. AND JOAN L. JT 007-014 5,700
GRYGA, MIRIAM H & HALLOWELL, M.; TRTEE 004-064 5,700
HAFFORD, SAM & MARCIA 001-001-00E 5,700
HARRINGTON, FREDERICK W. 014-020-00A 5,700
HOLT, ANDREA 007-022-007 5,700
HUTCHINSON, SANDRA O. 007-012 5,700
JICHA, JR., JOHN & MARGARET 012-003 5,700
JONES, ROBERT H. & CAROL A. 006-019-004 5,700
TYLER, GLIDDEN & BEVERLY 007-022-012 9500
VINAL, KENNETH & ABBEY 007-022-015 9500
VITTI, JOSEPH A 004-092 9500
VOSKIAN, MARY & WALTER 003-031 9500
WALLACE, STEVEN & LISA 004-012 9500
WEBBER, KATHERINE M 012-013-00A 9500
WEBBER, NELSON (LE) 012-013 9500
WEBER, DIETER & RAY, JOAN 011-001-005 9500
WEBER, KERRY W. 011-013 9500
WEEKS, MARY SUE 011-012-002 9500
WELCH, JAMES H & THERESE L 008-004 9500
WELLS, CHRISTOPHER & MELINDA 006-019-027 9500
WEST, DAVID F. & HYLIE A.; TRUSTEES 009-009-003 9500
WHEELOCK, KAREN & MORGAN 004-065-AA1 9500
WHITEBEAR, LINDA 003-024-006 9500
WILLIAMS, ROGER 009-013 9500
WILLIAMSON, RANDALL & RACHEL 006-005-002-002 9500
WILSON, CRAIG M & LISA A 006-019-026 9500
WILSON, LORELEI 007-001 9500
WINSHIP, DONALD & MARGARET 010-043 9500
WITHAM, DALE 014-019 9500
WOOD, DOUGLAS G & ANGELA R 010-042 9500
WOOD, JANICE 011-020 9500
WORTHLEY, GARY R. & MARTHA L. 003-007-001 9500
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KALER, HOWARD & SARAH 010-019 5,700
KALER, JOYCE 008-020 5,700
KEENE, RICHARD, AVA & SANDRA JANE 014-022 5,700
KEMPER, ROBERT B & JANICE E 010-018-001 5,700
LONG, HERMAN & MARLENE 006-019-021 5,700
MARCHI, RICHARD & SHARON 004-033 5,700
MCLEOD, NOREEN 009-009-004 L 5,700
MOHR JR., JOHN & JUDITH 012-015-00B 5,700
MOHR, CELIA W. (LE) 012-015 5,700
MORRIS, JOHN & MARIAN 004-039 5,700
MORTIMER, DORIS I. 003-030-004-L 5,700
MOXCEY, RALPH & BARBARA 014-030 5,700
ORCUTT, HARRIS A. & THERESA 011-008 5,700
PATTON, ALBERT & JEANNE 010-047-003 5,700
PECK, JANET 010-038 5,700
POLAND, BRUCE 006-019-024 5,700
POLAND, RONALD & RUTH 006-032-00C 5,700
RUGGERIO, THOMAS & MARIE 003-033-003 5,700
RUTAN, RONALD & KAREN 006-047 5,700
SAN ANGELO, LILA 006-045-001 5,700
SCHMEHL, RICHARD & NANCY 004-065-00A 5,700
SIMPSON, LORRAINE & ROBERT D. 014-002 5,700
SOOHEY, ROBERT 006-032 5,700
VOSKIAN, MARY & WALTER 003-031 5,700
WEBBER, NELSON (LE) 012-013 5,700
WHEELOCK, KAREN & MORGAN 004-065-AA1 5,700
2015 BLIND EXEMPTION
Owner’s Name Map/Lot Exemption Amount
ANDERSON, GERALD & SHIRLEY 011-018 4,000
COLLAMORE, BRIDGET 013-020 4,000
2015 FARM SPACE CLASSIFICATION
Name Map/Lot Assessed Value
BARNES, JURATE & STEPHEN E, CO-TTES 011-026-001 1400
BARNES, JURATE & STEPHEN E, CO-TTES 011-027 7000
BARNES, STEPHEN E. 011-026-003 5000
WEEKS, MARY SUE 010-025 6000
WEEKS, MARY SUE 011-012 800
2015 OPEN SPACE CLASSIFICATION
Name Map/Lot Assessed Value
BOOTHBY, GENE & ELIZABETH 007-038 6,655
BOOTHBY, GENE & ELIZABETH 007-008 22,660
BRADLEY, ROBERT B. 002-009-00A 11,000
GREGOIRE, JOAN 004-093 8,100
HOLMES, ANNE 004-096 1,350
LEEBER, DONALD & JANE 005-010 25,740
LIGHT, DAVID R. & LACLAIR, JOELLE H. 010-035 22,297
LIGHT, DAVID R. & LACLAIR, JOELLE H. 010-037 2,913
LUTZ, KURT; TRUSTEE 004-073 31,680
PEMAQUID WATERSHED ASSOC 009-011-002 13,300
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2015 LITERARY EXEMPTIONS
Owner’s Name Map/Lot Total
BREMEN LIBRARY ASSOC. 010-030-001 264,900
BREMEN LIBRARY ASSOC., 010-031 40,500 
 
2015 CHURCH EXEMPTIONS
BREMEN UNION CHURCH, CHURCH 007-013 407,600
2015 MUNICIPAL EXEMPTIONS
BREMEN, TOWN OF 005-020 157,500
BREMEN, TOWN OF 007-007-00A 52,700
BREMEN, TOWN OF 007-024 438,700
BREMEN, TOWN OF 007-025 38,400
BREMEN, TOWN OF 010-030 302,600
BREMEN, TOWN OF 010-040 285,000
BREMEN, TOWN OF 014-010-00A 358,600
BREMEN, TOWN OF 016-002 64,200 
 
2015 NON-PROFIT EXEMPTIONS
KIEVE AFFECTIVE EDUCATION INC. 004-009-00E 336,700
MAINE AUDUBON SOCIETY 004-009-00C 62,900
MEDOMAK VALLEY LAND TRUST 005-003-006 173,700
MEDOMAK VALLEY LAND TRUST 005-003-00A 226,300
MUSCONGUS COMMUNITY CLUB 003-035-00A 57,400
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY, 004-013 1,018,800
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY, 001-013 4,007,000
PEMAQUID WATERSHED ASSOCIATION 006-009 6,800
PEMAQUID WATERSHED ASSOCIATION 009-011-002 10,300 
 
2015 STATE OF MAINE EXEMPTIONS
STATE OF MAINE 002-002 115,000
STATE OF MAINE 002-003 115,000
STATE OF MAINE 002-001 137,000
STATE OF MAINE 005-018 243,600
2015 WORKING WATERFRONT CLASSIFICATION
Name Map/Lot Value enrolled portion
BREMEN LOBSTER REALTY CO-OP 004-009-00A 295,400
OSIER, DAVID L. 013-001-001 271,100
SIMMONS, ANTONINA & MACKENZIE, JEAN 010-046 272,800
Working Waterfront Classification Total  839,300
PEMAQUID WATERSHED ASSOC 006-009 6,800
SOOHEY, ROBERT 006-032 13,956
UDDER HOLDINGS, LLC 002-004 128,825
WESSON, ANNE 004-001-001 9,375
WOODED LANES, INC. HOA 009-010 21,300
 TOTALS 325,951
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Town Clerk’s Report
HUNTING AND FISHING LICENSES
Season Fish 23 Season Hunt 11
Salt Water Registry 33 Archery 5
Non-Res. Fish 2 Muzzleloading 6
3-Day Non-Res. Fish 4 Junior Hunt 2
7-Day Non-Res. Fish 1 Exp. Archery Antlerless 5
Hunt/Fish Combo 16 Exp. Archery Either Sex 4
Migratory Waterfowl 2 Bear 4
Small Game 1 Spring/Fall Turkey 1
Coyote Night Hunt 3 Over 70 Lifetime 1
CLAM LICENSES
32 Resident Commercial at $100 $3,200.00
4 Nonresident Commercial at $200 $800.00
1 Resident Student Commercial at $15 $15.00
26 Resident Recreational at $12.50 $325.00
5 Nonresident Recreational at $25 $125.00
DOG LICENSES
Male/Female (8)  Spayed/Neutered (98)
 State Treasurer $80.00  State Treasurer $294.00
 Town Treasurer $8.00  Town Treasurer $294.00
VITAL STATISTICS REPORT
Recorded Births:  4  Recorded Marriages:  3   Recorded Deaths:  3
  
MARRIAGES
Harry Stred IV/Alyssa Wood 01/31/2015
Roger Kiessling/Prudence White 02/07/2015
John Howe/Lisa Bond 05/16/2015
DEATHS
Name, Age Place of Death Date of Death
Mildred C. Walsh, 87 Lewiston 1/2/2015
Emelia E. McGregor, 91 Damariscotta 6/4/2015
Janet E. Peck, 91 Camden 9/29/2015
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Bremen Volunteer Fire Department 
It was another busy year with close to a hundred separate calls to our 
small department. These calls included:
 Medical Calls ...............................63
 Service Calls ................................13
 Mutual Aid Calls ............................4
 Downed Lines ................................2
 Accidents .....................................11
 Chimney Fires ...............................1
 Search and Rescue .........................1
 Woods Fire .....................................1
We had another successful year working with our First Responders. 
We are also proud to announce that we had 4 new members go through the 
Basic Firefighter Class. Even though we picked up a few new members, we 
are always looking for more volunteers to continue to make this a successful 
department.
We just completed the Emergency Vehicle Operations Course (EVOC) 
which was a two-day course with driver evaluations at the end. I am proud 
to announce that all who attended passed this course. In addition to our 
normal training, we also worked on hydrant and extrication training this 
year.
911 house location signs are free and can be ordered through the 
Town Office. These signs make locating your home in an emergency much 
easier.
We participated in the Fire Prevention Week at Great Salt Bay 
Community School along with two other local departments. With donated 
funds, we were able to give out over 100 fire prevention packets to 
children.
With the help of donated funds from the Town and the Fire Department 
and with the assistance of our volunteers, we were able to have another 
successful year sponsoring the annual Children’s Holiday Party. This year 
we had close to 70 kids attend with their parents.
Our annual dinner/auction with the Patriotic Club was another huge 
success this year. The Turkey Dinner and our annual fund-raising letter 
raised even more money to help purchase and replace some equipment.
All in all, this has been a very busy year for the Bremen Fire Department. 
I would like to thank everyone who helped out, volunteered and/or donated 
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time and money. All of these efforts help to continue to make this the great 
little department it is. 
Again, we are always looking for new volunteers to join any of our 
community groups. If you are interested in volunteering with the Fire 
Department, please stop by any Wednesday night at 7 p.m. or inquire at the 
Town Office for details on who to contact. Remember, you do not have to 
fight fires to volunteer; we appreciate all community service.
Respectfully submitted,
FERNALD  POLAND
Bremen Fire Chief
P.S. LADIES CAN BE FIREMEN, TOO!
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Bremen Rescue/
First Responders 
IF YOU SEE A CAR OR PICKUP WITH A FLASHING RED LIGHT 
OR THE 4-WAY FLASHERS ON IN BREMEN, we’d appreciate it if you 
could let them by. It’s probably one of the First Responders or Bremen 
Firemen responding to a call. And be on the lookout for more vehicles 
with lights flashing, such as an ambulance and fire trucks. We’ve noticed 
a number of people in Bremen already recognize us and kindly let us by 
– thank you SO much! For our good friends and neighbors who come to 
enjoy summer, the wonderful seasons and holidays here in Maine, we’d like 
to explain what we do. Many areas and some states do not have first groups 
like ours. We are trained to respond to medical emergencies and are licensed 
by the State of Maine. We are paged for such calls and respond directly 
to the scene, in street clothes, to start medical assessment and treatment, 
and carry a number of pieces of equipment for that purpose. Members of 
the Bremen Fire Department accompany us to carry equipment, handle 
communications, help move patients, etc. Bremen is served by Central 
Lincoln County Ambulance Service, a nonprofit based in Damariscotta that 
provides transport to Miles ER and additional care, often at the paramedic 
level. Unfortunately, there is currently no one from Bremen on CLCAS, so 
they may not be as familiar with locations as we and the Fire Department 
members are; the Fire Department has blue number signs you can request to 
have erected to help everyone find you.
This year we responded to over 70 calls, including cardiac emergencies, 
fainting, patients with falls and pain, and motor vehicle accidents, amongst 
others. If a patient has a “soft” fall but just can’t get up, we are happy to 
respond to help – we really like happy endings! We are here to help the 
citizens of Bremen, visitors, and anyone passing through.
We want to thank the people of Bremen for their support and equipping us 
so well. It makes what we do so much easier. But, most importantly, we must 
thank the members of the Bremen Fire Department for their help. Without 
them to direct CLCAS, move vehicles, handle radio communications, carry 
equipment, help to move patients, and so on, this system would not work 
half so well. We are very, very grateful for their support.
Respectfully submitted,
LINDA  NEVINS, Secretary
Bremen Rescue/First Responders
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Code Officer’s Report
The Town saw an increase in building permits this year. I issued 3 
building permits for new homes and 14 permits for plumbing and septic 
systems.
It is now the landowner’s responsibility to make sure that any contractor 
who works in the Shoreland Zone and disturbs more than one cubic yard of 
material is certified to work in that Zone. The Shoreland Zone lies within 
250 feet from any saltwater or freshwater shore. The list of contractors 
include: landscapers, earth contractors, timber harvesters, and builders.
The Contractor’s certification number will have to be on all permits 
after January 1, 2016. The State has held classes for the past five years in an 
attempt to certify as many contractors as possible.
The Town has started to enforce the junkyard/automobile graveyard 
statute. Any particular property is only allowed two unregistered or non-
roadworthy vehicles at any time. If you have any questions or concerns, 
please stop by the Town Office or call my cell phone.
Respectfully submitted,
STAN  WALTZ, 
Code Officer
Plumbing Inspector
Shoreland Zone Officer 
(207) 380-9873
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Bremen K-12 Education Report
Kimberly Schaff, Principal, Great Salt Bay Community School
Steven Bailey, Superintendent of Schools, AOS 93
Great Salt Bay Community School: 
The 2014/15 school year ended with 438 students. The 2015/16 
school year began with 436 students. Staff changes included the hiring 
of Molly Campbell and Veronica Babcock as special education resource 
room teachers, and Peter Vigue was hired as the teacher for the behavioral 
support program (ACES) – the position Mrs. Babcock had previously 
held. A technology integration Educational Technician III position was 
added by the GSB CSD Board to increase the effective utilization of the 
school’s technology resources and to assist teachers with the integration 
of technology within their curriculum design. Kassandra Lincoln, who 
has her teacher certification, was hired for this position. The Board also 
added a 20% agricultural Educational Technician III position to assume 
responsibility for the implementation, direction, and supervision of 
the entire garden/greenhouse project. Margaret Coleman was hired for 
this position. She brings to this position a vast amount of experience in 
agricultural programming and education, which includes operating the 
Chewonki Foundation’s Farm.
Of significant note was the selection of Jennifer Gregg as the 2015 
Lincoln County Teacher of the Year, and her subsequent recognition as 
one of four finalists for the Maine Teacher of the Year. Great Salt Bay 
Community School was awarded the Support Music Merit Award by the 
National Association of Music Merchants for the school’s ongoing support 
of music education.
Changes were made to the ACES program in order to better support 
our students. It is now designed to focus on providing special education 
programming for students with emotional/behavioral challenges who 
require greater support for their behaviors than can be provided in a regular 
education classroom without support or in the resource room. Our primary 
goals of the ACES program will be: (1) to increase appropriate classroom 
behaviors and (2) to teach students to take responsibility for and to manage 
their own behaviors with the ultimate goal being that he/she qualify to exit 
the ACES program. 
Three educational goals were set as priorities for 2015-16. The first goal 
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is to maintain throughout the year a school-wide student attendance rate of 
95%. For a student to achieve a 95% attendance rate for the school year, he 
or she would need to miss no more than 8 school days. The second goal is 
to increase our percentage of students achieving proficiency in reading and 
mathematics to 80% as measured by state, district, and local assessments.
The third goal is to continue the transition to proficiency-based 
education with a focus on assessment practices. 
There have been several opportunities for Community Engagement. 
The following initiatives have begun or will continue:
• Continued its annual tradition of GSB Cares-A-Ton, which raised 
more than a ton of food for the ecumenical food pantry. 
• Collaborated with the Chewonki, DRA, and Hidden Valley 
Nature Center to provide our students with environmental educational 
experiences.
• Collaborated with the Lincoln County Board of Realtors to host a 
Red Cross Blood Drive. In their health/guidance classes our students will 
be participating in the Pint-Size Hero and Future Blood Donor programs, 
which will teach our students about blood donation, blood components, and 
how blood is used as medicine. Our goal is to recruit 45 donors.
• Collaborated with the Seacoast Orchestra. The orchestra utilizes 
the school’s facilities for its weekly rehearsals. Twice a year the Seacoast 
Orchestra and the GSB bands perform a combined piece which provides our 
students the opportunity to perform with adult musicians. 
• In collaboration with Kieve GSB will be hosting a Kieve Educators 
in Residence (EIR), Maggie McKeon, from January through March. The 
goal of the program is to “support teachers and students in reinforcing the 
messages, learning style and relationships cultivated during residential 
Leadership School programs.” Some of the ways Maggie will be supporting 
teachers and students include teaching Spanish to first and second graders, 
leading team building activities, hosting lunch groups, providing Algebra 
enrichment, assisting with the Art program, and bringing groups to Kieve. 
Several efforts are underway to improve and make more efficient 
facilities and transportation services. These include:
• Consolidating the eight bus routes into seven routes in the fall after 
the resignation of a driver. 
• Eliminating the contracted mowing service; Purchased a tractor and 
hired a part-time grounds position with the goal of saving on the cost of 
grounds and fields maintenance; and 
• Through the concerted efforts of Mark Hagar, Head Custodian, and 
the staff the school’s energy costs were significantly cut, with a particular 
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focus on reducing heating fuel and lighting costs.
We look forward to continuing the Great Salt Bay commitment to 
excellence!
Bremen, Grades 9-12: 
Bremen has 32 students in grades 9-12, with 25 that attend Lincoln 
Academy. 3 students attend other private schools and 4 students are 
enrolled in other various high school opportunities. These students continue 
to achieve to high levels. There are 5 students graduating and 4 students 
entering grade nine. Central Office Administrators of the AOS meet with 
the Head of School of Lincoln Academy and his Assistants a couple times 
per year in order to align curriculum and refine plans to prepare our grade 
eight students for a successful transition and experience at the Academy. 
Thank you for your continued support for our kindergarten - grade 12 
learners. It is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
STEVEN  W.  BAILEY
Superintendent of Schools 
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Lincoln Academy
Winter 2016 School Report for Sending Towns 
Lincoln Academy is an independent secondary school chartered in 1801 
to serve the midcoast area. It offers a comprehensive program, including 
courses at all levels in the areas of English, Mathematics, Science, Social 
Studies, World Languages, Fine and Performing Arts, Technology Education, 
Physical Education, and Health. Regional Vocational, Alternative Education, 
and Special Education programs are available. On a ten-year cycle Lincoln 
Academy is accredited by the New England Association of Schools and 
Colleges (NEASC), and was most recently reaccredited in 2015. 
In 2015 three new facilities opened on the Lincoln Academy Campus. 
The Cable-Burns Applied Technology and Engineering Center (ATEC) now 
offers 10,000 square feet of classroom space for engineering, science, art, 
and technology courses. The new dormitory houses 57 of the 84 residential 
students currently attending Lincoln Academy. The William A. Clark 
Athletic Field is an artificial turf field where the soccer, field hockey, and 
lacrosse teams now play. 
Governance 
Lincoln Academy is governed by an independent Board of Trustees. 
Officers include: Ann McFarland ’73, President; Christine Wajer ’85, Vice-
President; Dennis Prior ’91, Secretary; Sarah Maurer, Treasurer. Members 
include: Faustine Reny ’01, Robert Baldwin ’62, Stephen Dixon, Lisa 
Masters ’83, Jon McKane, Karen Moran, William Morgner, Rob Nelson, 
Tim Alley ’77, Pam Gormley, Marcus Hutchins, and Hugh Riddleberger. 
David Sturdevant is Head of School. 
The Student Body 
Lincoln Academy has a current enrollment of 587 students in the 
2015-16 school year. The majority of students come from 16 local towns. 
84 residential students come from 16 countries around the world. After 4 
consecutive years of growth, the Residential population has met available 
housing capacity and for the foreseeable future will remain between 80 and 
90 students. 
Graduates
Of the 109 graduates in the Class of 2015, 80 enrolled in post-secondary 
education; 70 enrolled in 4-year colleges/universities, 10 enrolled in 
programs shorter than 4-year (2-year and certificate programs), 24 are 
employed/seeking employment, and 5 enlisted in military service. 
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Curriculum 
Lincoln Academy remains committed to its comprehensive curriculum 
as we strive to meet the needs of all our students. We have added new 
courses this year, including engineering, metal sculpture, AP Chemistry, 
and BC Calculus. The new courses take advantage of the space and tools in 
the ATEC building, as well as serve our increasingly diverse population of 
both day and residential students. 
Finances 
Unlike most independent schools, The Board does not set day tuition. 
Because most students’ tuition is paid by their sending towns, the tuition 
is established by the State Department of Education using a formula based 
on average per pupil expenditures of Maine public high schools during the 
previous two years. The tuition for the 2015-16 school year was increased 
by 3.9% from the prior year to $10,131.00 per pupil. The Insured Value 
(IV) factor is an amount in addition to tuition intended to fund capital 
maintenance and debt service. The legislated IV factor amount of 10% was 
reduced in 2009 to 5% and remained at 5% through last year. The legislature 
voted to partially restore the IV by voting to increase the amount to 6% of 
the calculated tuition figure for 2014-15. The 6% rate was carried over into 
2015-16 and is $607.86 per pupil for this year. While towns are allowed to 
continue to pay the full 10% and some of our area towns have done that in 
the past, this year all towns have elected to pay at the 6% rate. 
Supporting Lincoln 
While the sending towns do pay tuition for each student, that amount 
is calculated each year by the state. The tuition allowance is simply not 
enough to provide the quality educational experience that Lincoln Academy 
promises each and every student. LA depends on support from the Lincoln 
Fund (the Annual Fund) to fund the deficit, but the gap is widening between 
the cost of operating the school and incoming tuition revenues. Private 
contributions have allowed Lincoln to support both programs and capital 
improvements. Money raised through the Lincoln Fund supports students 
and faculty, and is vital to the life of the school. Since 1997, over $1.4M has 
been contributed to general operations, over $650K for specific programs, 
and about $10M for capital projects. Contributions to annual and capital 
campaigns provide for the perpetuation of and improvements to LA’s 
programs and physical plant without increasing local taxes. 
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Adult and Community Education
CLC Adult and Community Education again provided services to over 
800 adults in 2015. We offered the HiSET high school completion program, 
assisted adults in preparing for college, worked with literacy students, 
provided medical certificate programs and served up a wide variety of 
enrichment classes for young and old. 
We provide basic literacy services along with high school completion 
classes free of charge in our Learning Center program on Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings and Monday and Tuesday mornings. Free College 
Transitions courses are offered through The Lincoln County College 
Connection (TLC³) – a cooperative program with 3 other Lincoln County 
Adult Education programs. Dozens of adults from Lincoln County 
participated in classes that will help them prepare for college through that 
program.
In 2014-15 we had 6 students complete a high school credential and 
another 25 worked towards a high school diploma or on basic language 
and math skills. Anyone 17 or older who is out of school and wants to earn 
a high school credential or who needs to improve their reading, writing or 
English language skills should contact us to get started.
We continue to work with Lincoln County Healthcare to provide 
vocational training in several medical programs. In 2014-15 we conducted 3 
Certified Nursing Assistant courses with 21 students completing the program 
and receiving certification and employment. We were also able to offer 7 
CPR, CRMA and PSS classes with 33 people receiving certification.
Hundreds of students continue to enjoy the more than 120 low-cost, high 
impact courses offered in Community Education. This fall we combined 
our brochure with the RSU40 Adult Ed brochure to further expand our 
classroom choices and to provide a single point of information for classes 
throughout Lincoln County. 
Thank you to each of our supporting towns for the funding that provides 
these important services. Information about all our programs and services 
can be found on our web site: http://clc.maineadulted.org or by calling us 
at 563-2811.
Respectfully submitted,
ELLEN  DICKENS
Director
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Planning Board
This was a busy year for the Planning Board. Nineteen applications 
came before the Board, mostly under provisions of the Shoreland Zoning 
Ordinance. Thirteen permits were issued for projects such as buildings, 
accessory buildings, docks, and a road. The Board denied one application 
for expansion of a lakeside cottage. Several applications were tabled because 
applicants decided not to pursue a permit. The Board conducted advertised, 
on-site reviews for all but one of the applications. The number of 2015 
applications was more than twice the number of 2014 applications.
The definitions of terms in the Town’s ordinances vary, at times, from 
one ordinance to another. These differences can cause confusion and may 
impact permitted and/or non-permitted activities. The Board reviewed 
all the definitions in every ordinance and developed a set of universal 
definitions applicable to all of Bremen’s ordinances. In September, the 
Board temporarily completed its work on the ordinances and sent a draft of 
the proposed universal definitions to the Board of Selectmen and the Town 
Attorney for comment.
The Board drafted, approved, and forwarded to the Selectmen a reminder 
that a permit must be secured prior to construction in the Shoreland Zone. 
The reminder was inserted in the tax bills.
During the year, the Board strove to produce comprehensive minutes. 
This work was greatly assisted by the Board’s patient recording secretary. 
The intent is to keep the public well informed and to provide an inclusive 
record for future use and reference. The Board agreed that should a Board 
member(s) dissent from a Board decision, the dissenting member(s) must 
publicly state an ordinance-based reason(s) for the dissent.
The Board took several initiatives to stay abreast of the latest planning 
board-related developments at the state and local levels. Several Board 
members participated in a seminar, sponsored by the Maine Municipal 
Association, for planning board members across the state. Additionally, 
a Board member attended Maine’s Voluntary Contractor DEP Erosion 
Control Certification Program sponsored by the Knox-Lincoln Soil and 
Water Conservation District.
To provide as much clarity as possible, the Board begins each meeting 
by noting the obligations of the Board’s members, the applicant, and the 
general public. This introduction stresses that Board members are volunteers 
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trying their best to administer, under oath, the Town’s ordinances; that the 
burden is on applicants to exercise due diligence regarding their applications; 
and that the public will be given the opportunity to speak. Each application 
is introduced by noting the features of the application, any correspondence 
relating to it, and applicable provisions of the ordinances.
In an effort to keep the Board of Selectmen aware of our activities, a 
member of the Planning Board now attends most meetings of the Selectmen. 
The Chair of the Selectmen has graciously reciprocated by attending and 
participating in our sessions.
After being shorthanded for some time, the Board now has its full 
complement of seven members. All of our members bring prior planning 
board and/or town government experience and/or good decision-making 
skills, combined with an abiding interest in the Town.
We look forward to another productive year in 2016.
Respectfully submitted,
BREMEN  PLANNING  BOARD
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Harbor Committee
Since becoming Harbormaster in 2007, this has been the busiest year 
ever! First, in February the Coast Guard cutter, “Tackle,” came to Town and 
broke out 5 boats from the Bremen Co-op. 
I had three calls concerning missing boats; two of them were found. 
Unbeknownst to me, the 90-foot vessel Columbia was towed into Town 
causing a lot of discord. 
Five mooring permits were submitted, 4 approved and 1 denied. A 
100% collection rate for moorings was achieved. 
The Harbor Committee will be taking a closer look in the next few 
months at the existing Town Harbor Ordinance for some necessary updates. 
The last ordinance was adopted November 6, 2007. Any input or suggestions 
will be considered and appreciated.
I want to thank Bruce Poland and Robin Lailer for serving on the 
Harbor Committee this year with me, as well as Walter and Robert Kaler 
who continue to take up the floats each fall and put them back in the spring. 
A special thanks goes out to Kelly Clancy for helping me out this year in so 
many ways. She is a great asset to this Town!
The Diane A., a 34-ft. wooden boat, was built by Ken and Lawrence Prior on the 
Storer Road in Bremen over 50 years ago. She was launched in 1966 and was used 
by the Prior family for many years scalloping, shrimping, lobstering and seining.
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Bremen Conservation Commission
The BCC is continuing to enhance recreational opportunities on town 
owned properties as well as looking for ways to conserve and safeguard 
land for our future generations.
We are committed to working with the Selectmen and other town boards 
to help preserve wildlife habitat, scenic views, and protect fragile properties 
so that existing and potential public lands may be handled with a careful and 
sensitive approach to design and development, for the benefit of all Bremen 
residents. We are currently working with the Selectmen on enhancements 
for the Hay Property. The Hilton-O’Connor walking trail is now open to 
everyone.The trail is located behind the Bremen Town House.
In 2015, we organized and held a Community Forum allowing town 
residents to give input on the planning and use of the Hay Property. We hosted 
a clean-up day for the town walking trail behind the Bremen Town House, as 
well as a visit to the newly acquired PWA property on Pemaquid Lake.
In an effort to work more closely with the Selectmen, we invited Wendy 
Pieh to attend our monthly meetings. We hope to continue to be involved 
with the Selectmen in this coming year. The BCC is planning to make a visit 
to Clam Island in 2016 to investigate ways and means to make this island a 
usable asset for the community.
The Bremen Land Conservation Fund (LCRF) was created for the 
purpose of acquiring land, easements, rights-of-way, and maintaining open 
space. The LCRF is a town fund and any spending from the account is 
voted for by the town. The BCC works to bring forth possible acquisitions 
and helps to manage the stewardship of them. It can only grow with the 
continued support of the town. Please help grow this fund by voting to 
approve BCC requests for the town to raise and appropriate additional sums 
for the fund. If you are interested in supporting our effort, you may send 
donations to the Conservation Account, Town of Bremen, PO Box 171, 
Bremen, ME 04551. All donations are tax deductible.
The BCC welcomes associate members to volunteer to address issues, 
ideas and suggestions such as rural character, wildlife habitat, outdoor 
recreation, and water quality and resources. If you have a specific issue or 
thoughts and ideas you would like to address with the BCC, please email us 
at: thecoastallandscape@gmail.com.
The Bremen Conservation Committee is looking forward to 2016 and 
already brainstorming ideas that will enhance our quality of life in Bremen. 
We welcome all fresh ideas and input from residents. Thank you for making 
land conservation a priority in Bremen.
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Alewife Report
From an interview with an elver fisherman, I understand that the first 
2015 alewife running into Muscongus Brook began during some nighttime 
moon tides in mid-May. I found some running again 2 weeks later during 
the next moon tides. I received reports and found some (few) through most 
of June. Their numbers were not impressive this year. And, since 2009, I 
again provided MEDMR with scale samples.
To explain why so few were to be found, I went back to our records of 
what happened in 2011. This was the year when most of the 2015 alewives 
were born. Although in 2011 we had a fish ladder at the south Rt. 32 crossing 
(what was then a culvert), it was not always operational when alewife were 
running. This was due to high water volume rushing through the culvert 
and thereby limited natural spawning that year. To compound this problem, 
MEDMR was only able to stock the pond with ~ 400 fish that spring. I am 
very roughly guessing the run in 2015 consisted of a mere 2-3,000 fish.
The good news is that the 2015 alewife run found Muscongus Brook 
completely accessible for spawning for the first time in over 60 years. 
Adding to this MEDMR was able to stock Webber Pond. We will know in 
2019 how well this worked.
With optimism in 2016 we may find fish numbers gradually improving. 
This year will mark the 3rd year that alewife had free access above the 
southern Rt. 32 bridge for spawning. Three-year-old male alewife are known 
to run and may join those 4-year-olds spawned in 2012 when MEDMR was 
able to stock us with almost 1,000 fish. 2017 may be better still.
This spring we should begin an alewife counting program. Data 
obtained from this, when combined with our annual scale surveys, are used 
to determine a town harvest management plan. Harvest management is 
controlled by the Maine Department of Marine Resources.
If you would like to participate in a count this spring, please let me 
know. See my contact information below. It is fun and essential if future 
harvesting is of interest. I will also provide a sign-up sheet at the Town 
Office. I am happy to try to answer any questions.
And like every year, please approve the current management plan. 
Passing it keeps this resource in Town control.
DAVID  WILKINS
davidwilkins5@gmail.com
207-592-2512
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Nobleboro/Jefferson Transfer Facility
The Transfer Station, operated by Nobleboro and Jefferson, and under 
contract with Bremen, Damariscotta and Newcastle, provides for the disposal 
of most types of solid waste generated in the five towns. This year our 
household waste went to PERC in Orrington. The construction and demolition 
bulky materials are hauled to a landfill in Norridgewock. We use the services 
of Lincoln County Recycling to recycle cardboard, newspaper, plastic and 
many other products. We also recycle our universal hazard waste (televisions, 
computers, fluorescent light bulbs, mercury switches and rechargeable 
batteries).
You will see the Transfer Station Attendants out helping the customers 
with their trash and recyclables. They work very hard to keep the facility neat 
and safe. Our hopes are that they make your trip to the Transfer Station a 
positive experience. The Town would like to give many thanks to our three 
employees: Barry Howell, Brandon Achorn and Linwood Rideout for all they 
do for the Transfer Station.
In 2015, we resurfaced the entrance road to our facility as it was starting 
to break up. We also did a lot of minor repairs to meet the labor and safety 
board requirements.
This year we had a major hauler stop bringing in their trash to our facility. 
This change saved us some money in hauling fees and the price of getting rid 
of the trash. The towns will see this savings which will be reflected in our 
budget request for 2016. There is going to be a 6.73% decrease to all five 
towns.
We increased our recyclables by 80 tons this year. This is very important 
because it saved the towns close to $90 per ton. This increase is due to the 
efforts of the public and our staff in educating what can actually be recycled. 
The Transfer Station is open from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Tuesday through 
Saturday. The front gate is closed at 3:50 p.m. each night to allow time to close 
out the computer. We are closed on Sunday and Monday. This allows our staff 
to have two days off in a row.
We will continue to review our operations in an effort to provide good 
service and the most efficient Transfer Station possible. We are interested in 
your comments and recommendations and will attempt to incorporate them 
whenever possible.
Respectfully submitted,
RICHARD  SPEAR
Transfer Station Agent
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NOBLEBORO/JEFFERSON TRANSFER STATION
Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in
Fund Balance - Proprietary Fund - Transfer Facility
For the Year Ended December 31, 2015
 
REVENUES:  
       Assessment - Bremen  47,346.00  
       Assessment - Damariscotta  130,314.00  
       Assessment - Newcastle  106,410.06  
       Assessment - Jefferson  101,004.00  
       Assessment - Nobleboro  65,836.00  
       Miscellaneous  40,901.59  
       Demolition Fees  151,622.16  
Total Revenues   643,433.81 
  
EXPENSES:  
       Salaries and Wages  100,122.74  
       Dumping Fees  128,883.93  
       Hauling Fees  111,402.61  
       Demolition Fees  146,559.49  
       Advertising  86.28  
       Administration  7,000.00  
       Insurance  30,666.02  
       Maintenance and Repairs  18,635.34  
       Refrigerator Disposal / Brush Grinding  4,864.90  
       Electronics Recycling  1,361.39  
       Supplies  6,802.32  
       Professional Fees - Licenses  2,849.00  
       Miscellaneous  2,043.79  
       Payroll Taxes  7,659.35  
       Snow Removal  2,700.00  
       Utilities  3,861.13  
       Capital Expenditures  29,909.00  
       Mileage  649.57  
       Education - Recycling  7,157.50  
Total Expenses   613,214.36 
Excess Revenues Over Expenses   30,219.45 
Fund Balance, January 1   112,461.62 
Fund Balance, December 31   142,681.07 
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Bremen Library Association
The Bremen Library Association has much to be thankful for as we 
look back at 2015 and ahead to 2016!
~ We are grateful to the Town of Bremen for its generous support and 
appreciate being counted among its fiscal priorities.
~ We are thankful for the generosity of our membership in their response 
to our annual appeal letter and membership drive.
~ We are grateful to the many people who contributed to yet another 
year of successful annual fund-raising events: the army of faithful volunteers 
who willingly gave up hours in the spring to prepare potted plants for the 
plant sale in May; the stalwarts who stood on their feet in the firehouse 
decorating over 500 wreaths for 6-8 hours a day for nearly two weeks 
straight in November; the many hands who came together to help make 
the sale days for both endeavors run smoothly; the board members and 
community members who willingly gave up their time to plan and oversee 
the many details that went in to these events; and, of course, the customers 
who came to the sales and purchased the fruits of our labors! 
~ We are grateful to all who purchased raffle tickets this fall for our 
Children visit with a lamb during Story Time.
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snow-blower raffle, which was our first effort at diversifying our fund-
raising activities. We also wish to gratefully recognize Phillips Power 
Products in Damariscotta for allowing us to purchase the snow blower “at 
cost” as well as their generous donation of free delivery and a full tank of 
fuel!
~ We are thankful for the many community members who regularly 
give of their time by opening the library and working at the circulation desk 
on Monday mornings. This, in turn, allows us to offer extended evening 
hours on Mondays so that school children and adults who work during the 
day can have more access to the library’s services.
What was made possible by all of these supportive efforts? We were 
able to maintain and repair our buildings and grounds, including a major 
reconfiguring of drainage in front of the library. We were able to provide 
salary and benefits to our librarian, Sue Trouwborst. We were able to heat 
and maintain electricity in the library building so that we could provide 
year-round community access to library services as well as access to varied 
and interesting Monday night programs, our very active children’s program, 
monthly book groups, and access to our meeting space for outside use by 
the Coastal Senior College, the Bremen Patriotic Club, and the Bremen 
Conservation Commission. And most importantly, what is a library without 
its books? Through the generous support of many, we were able to add 
roughly 370 new books, 70 new DVDs, and maintain a variety of magazine 
subscriptions throughout the year!
The library hours continue to be Monday 10:00-7:00, Wednesday and 
Friday 10:00-3:00, and Saturday 10:00-12:00. We continue to offer free 
internet, Wi-Fi, and e-books as well as a wide selection of books, movies, 
music CDs, and magazines. There are ample opportunities for people to get 
involved with our library, and we always eagerly welcome new volunteers 
who wish to join us in supporting this gem in our community!
Respectfully submitted,
JESSICA  KOUBEK, President
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Bremen Historical Society
We got a late start with our 
summer meetings this year due to the 
rainy weather. Our June meeting was 
to be an outdoor event that had to be 
postponed to July because of very wet 
weather, but those who came in July 
agreed it was well worth the wait to 
see and listen to Jeff Miller. Jeff is a 
blacksmith and historian who came 
with his 18th century portable forge to 
demonstrate the art of the blacksmith 
and speak about their impact on 18th 
century life in the colonies. Jeff, once the head blacksmith at Sturbridge 
Village, provided a wonderful learning experience for all in attendance.
Our next public meeting featured local historian Nelson Webber whose 
oral and video presentation focused on the porgy, aka pogy, factories in 
Bremen. The factories employed numerous residents and had a very 
positive impact on the local economy, but an unpleasant odor was also part 
of the deal. Nelson also took Bremen history questions on numerous topics 
unrelated to the porgy business.
This year we prepared and mailed a copy of a new multicolor Bremen 
Historical Society brochure to every address in Bremen. Thank you to 
Kamala Grohman and Jeff Cotton for the design, production, and mailing 
of the brochure. We hope the pictures and narrative may have piqued your 
interest in Bremen history to the point that you are interested in joining 
the Society. The brochure includes the information you need for joining. 
Meetings are announced in The Lincoln County News.
Our office/storage area in the Town Center was converted to space to 
be used by Bremen office staff. Jack Clancy created a new space for the 
Society directly behind our historical artifacts display in the Town Center 
meeting room. Everything has now been moved to the new area, but we are 
still in the process of organizing the room and cataloging all of our items.
On Behalf of the 
 Bremen Historical Society,
STEVE  LAURICH, President
Blacksmith and historian Jeff Miller 
demonstrates the art of the blacksmith.
Historical Society meeting attendees.
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The Patriotic Club
Looking back at the 103rd year of the Patriotic Club, I am delighted to 
say that 2015 was a very prosperous year.
The Patriotic Club meets once a month to plan programs and fundraisers 
to promote civic, educational and social services to our community.
Our programs during the year included a potluck salad luncheon. 
Speaker Calvin Dodge presented a program entitled “What’s It?” He 
identified strange looking antique items and their respective uses.
Ed Polewarczyk from NASA spoke frankly about the trials and 
tribulations of the Space Shuttle flights, from the 1960s with Neil 
Armstrong’s walk on the moon to the disaster of the Challenger in 1986. (It 
was not as romantic looking as Sandra Bullock in “Gravity.”) 
Dave Andrews gave a talk about the South Bristol Steamboat Company 
in the early 1900s. And Dr. Robert Williams, a very well-spoken historian, 
led us on the confusing path of the history of the stealing and re-stealing of 
Vincent Van Gogh’s famous painting, “Night Café,” from World War II up 
until the present.
Our biggest fundraisers were the Supper-Auction with the Bremen 
Firemen (and women) in July and the Harvest Fair at the Town House in 
October. Both were very well attended by residents and friends from near 
and far. Of course, I cannot forget to mention all the generous donations 
given to the Patriotic Club. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.
We were able to present five scholarships of $500 each to five high 
school graduate students of Bremen who are furthering their education. We 
sent three children from Bremen to summer camps with a scholarship of 
$100 each. In addition, we donated $750 to the Lincoln County Energy Fund 
and raised $660 for the Waldoboro Food Bank and $750 for the support of 
the Bremen Union Church. We also help support the Bremen Library, the 
First Responders and the Fire Department.
We are looking forward to another great year to come. We are beginning 
to organize and plan a new website for the Club, and we are working on 
adding extra attractions to our fundraisers and programs. So stay tuned.
New members are always welcome. We added three new members this 
year.
I am proud to be a member of the Patriotic Club for thirteen years.
Respectfully submitted,
CORDELIA  GOTH, President
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Muscongus Community Club
The Muscongus Community Club, located in the only one-room 
schoolhouse left in Bremen, is finding it difficult to continue with the 
activities of the past to raise funds for local entities such as the Bremen Fire 
Department, First Responders, local food banks and scholarships to ALL 
Bremen graduates furthering their education.
The difficulty arises due to lack of membership. The schoolhouse was 
given to the Muscongus Community Club in 1947 and has been active 
in contributing since that time. We also have improved the inside of the 
building with painting of walls and the addition of a fully-equipped kitchen 
to serve seventy-plus dinner patrons.
The members have been a steadfast group of ladies (and men) who have 
worked tirelessly to raise funds through dinners, food sales, lawn/garage 
sales to provide the Town with a ground-floor, handicap-accessible area to 
hold weddings, birthday parties, anniversary celebrations, pre-school and 
family gatherings.
This year proved to be one that makes us step back and ask ourselves 
“Can we continue to do this without more than the current five or six ladies 
willing to take on the task of feeding 70+ diners?” This is a tall task for so 
few members. We were not able to do so. 
We are, at this point in time, asking ourselves if we should continue. 
We would like to see more interest from the Townspeople showing us that 
we make a difference. 
We have made a difference over the years with our yearly charitable 
contributions and forty-nine scholarships since 1989 to Bremen graduates 
furthering their education after high school. We would love to see some of 
these graduates and their families involved with furthering our scholarship 
program for more Bremen students.
We look forward to hearing from 
those interested in joining us. 
Please contact the following 
members of the Club:
SHERRY  WOODY, President  
529-2209
JUDY  MOHR, Secretary/Treasurer 
529-5649
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Bremen Union Church
It was a busy year in the life of this faithful group of Christians, 
from mountaintop experiences of outdoor worship, Holy Week worship 
services, Easter sunrise worship, Pentecost celebration, Youth-led worship, 
Vacation Bible School, Kirkin’ o’ the Tartans, Hanging of the Greens, 
intergenerational Nativity Pageant, and Christmas Eve worship, to the more 
mundane activities of building and grounds maintenance. Thanks so much 
to our reliable and valiant snowplow and shoveling crew – it was a snowy 
year to remember! Those of you with old homes can well imagine the 
ongoing maintenance of this 186-year-old building made from the timbers 
of an even older meetinghouse! In anticipation of the need to replace the 
roof of the sanctuary and steeple, we have begun a “roof fund” to which we 
encourage all community members to give as they are able. We were glad 
to welcome several new members this year and to have a number of new 
faces in worship, both locals and folks from away. It was also a privilege to 
share in the joy when members Eric & Joan Teele finalized the adoption of 
daughter, Ireland, who we’ve watched grow and thrive.
Our Simply Supper free community meal program, sponsored by our 
Mission & Benevolence Committee, fed nearly 400 people last season, the 
vast majority of whom were not BUC folks. This season we will offer four 
free community meals: Jan 19, Feb 16, Mar 15, and Apr 19. The people 
of the Bremen Union Church have pledged to give a minimum of 12% of 
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all undesignated income – offerings and fundraising revenue – to missions 
locally, within the USA, and around the globe. In addition to providing 
temporary emergency help (food & fuel) to local families, we support 
the Waldoboro Food Pantry, the Ecumenical Food Pantry Thanksgiving 
Basket project, Good Shepherd Food Bank, New Hospitality House shelter 
in Rockland, New Hope for Women, Compassion International Child 
Sponsorship, Child Survival Project in Bolivia, Mercy Ships project, 
Society of St. Andrews (a gleaning project throughout the US), HOME in 
Orland Maine, Missionaries in Malawi, and other efforts. We appreciate 
the donations received from the Patriotic Club and private donors who 
supplement our efforts in local help. Bremen residents in need of help with 
food, wood, bio-bricks or fuel should call the church office phone at 832-
1283 and leave a message. Your call will be returned within 48 hours.
Our doors are open to seekers and believers alike; all those whom 
Christ would welcome are welcome at our table and at worship, Sunday 
school, Bible study, retreats, and all of our events. We gather together, 
despite our worldly differences, upbringings, failings, wounds, and sins; we 
are, indeed, a “motley crew,” and we welcome others to join us in hearing 
the Good News, accepting Christ as Lord, receiving God’s grace, and living 
as followers of Jesus.
Look for our newsletters in our “Info” box in front of the church and 
posted at the Bremen Library, Town Office, and Post Office each month. 
Special events are posted on our front sign as well as in The Lincoln County 
News and on our Facebook page. To be added to our email list or mailing 
list, contact the pastor at kmmac06@outlook.com.
Respectfully submitted, 
KATHLEEN  M.  MACLACHLAN
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Town House Committee
and Bremen Town House Association
The Town House was used again this year for an annual tag sale, 
the forever popular Chocolate Sunday, the successful Country Fair, and 
the traditional and much anticipated Library Wreath Sale. The Historical 
Society held its monthly meetings at the Town House also. We would love 
to have the house used by more groups or for weddings, birthdays and 
other celebrations. There is no charge for residents. We have an application 
process, so please contact a committee member for more information.
This year the Town continued to attend to the repair and maintenance 
of the physical structure. The Town House will be annually treated for pest 
control to ensure that the carpenter ant problem does not reoccur. More 
outside wood was replaced, and external painting was done. Upstairs, past 
water damage to the ceiling tiles around the chimney was repaired. The 
outside lights were also replaced with more period-appropriate fixtures. 
Next year the fire escape will be repaired. We intend to replace the bathroom 
fixtures and the outer room fan and overhead light. Other projects are on 
the agenda.
The Committee is always looking for input regarding the use of the Town 
House and would appreciate extra help putting on Chocolate Sunday. Please 
contact a member of the Committee with any suggestions or comments.
Respectively submitted,
The Bremen Town House
Committee:
CORDELIA GOTH
EDGAR JOHNS
SANDRA JOHNS
KAREN RUTAN
KATE VARIAN
MARTHA VARSANO
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Central Lincoln County Ambulance
Hello Residents of Bremen:
I would like to take this opportunity to share what our service has been 
up to in the last year. We are on track for having the busiest year ever. By 
year’s end, we most likely will have responded to over 3,000 calls for help. 
As of today we are at 2,943. To date we have responded to 74 emergency 
calls in Bremen and 3 community para-medicine (free non-emergent house 
calls).
In addition to our regular responding, we have been busy with 
continuing education and updating our response protocols. With the help 
of the Miles Lincoln Health, we have implemented a new protocol when 
responding to a person with stroke like symptoms. We are utilizing our i-Pad 
tele-medicine program to have a real time face-to-face doctor consult on our 
way to the emergency room. Once the doctor has evaluated the patient, the 
determination to report directly to the CAT scan imaging machine is made. 
If it is in the affirmative, we, the EMS crew and patient, go directly to the 
testing area on arrival and assist with the diagnostic test. This saves 20 to 40 
minutes of precious time in determining the next steps of treatment. Since 
implementing this we have already seen several positive outcomes from the 
expedited stroke evaluation protocol.
I am pleased to be able to share that we have just ordered a new 
ambulance. We are scheduled to take delivery in June of 2016. The new box 
style ambulance will be replacing a 2002 model year, van ambulance. The 
vehicle with no equipment has a sale price of $122,328.00.
Also due in part to the Maine Energy Grant Fund, we were able to replace 
all of our building light fixtures with new L.E.D. lights. This includes our 
outside wall and pole lights. Since the changeover we have seen an average 
decrease in our electricity bill of about $130.00 per month!
Please contact us if you have any questions, concerns, or would like to 
visit and check out our service.
Respectfully,
WARREN  S.  WALTZ 
Service Chief
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Office of the Sheriff
Lincoln County, Maine 
Sheriff Todd B. Brackett and his staff wish to thank the citizens of 
Bremen for their support and make the following report for 2015. 
The Sheriff’s Office responded to 458 calls for service for the Town of 
Bremen. This number is a slight increase from 2014. The calls include 16 
Traffic Accidents, 69 Reports/Investigation of crimes against individuals/
property, 194 Property checks, 37 Traffic Assists/Offenses, six 9-1-1 
Hang Up Investigations, 17 Business/Residential Alarms and 10 assists to 
residents. The numbers you see above are only a partial listing of actual 
services provided in 2015. 
The Special Services Division is comprised of the Detective Division, 
Transport Division and Court Security and Animal Control. This Division 
is commanded by Lieutenant Michael Murphy. The Detective Division 
continues its quest to solve major property crimes and crimes committed 
against children. The Detective Division also supports other law enforcement 
agencies within the county when requested.
The Animal Control Officer program has really taken shape in 2015. 
There are currently 11 towns within Lincoln County who contract with the 
Sheriff’s Office for ACO services. We have five part time ACOs who have all 
attended the mandatory basic ACO training required by the State of Maine. 
The program has really taken off and showing to be quite successful.
In January of 2015, Detective Robert McFetridge retired from the 
Sheriff’s Office after three decades of serving the people of the State of 
Maine as a law enforcement officer. We wish Bob and his family well in his 
retirement years.
On April 4, 2015, Deputy Jared Mitkus was promoted to the rank 
of Detective to fill a vacancy within that division. Detective Mitkus’s 
experience and investigational craftiness will be a great addition to an 
already seasoned group of detectives. 
The Transport Team works extremely hard on the diversion program, 
reducing the cost of housing inmates at Two Bridges Regional Jail. The 
diversion program continues to save the County of Lincoln thousands of 
dollars in incarceration costs. Deputy James Read continues to excel in 
managing inmates on diversion contracts, lowering the number of bed 
days that they would be housed at TBRJ. Programs Deputy Eleanor Grover 
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retired from full time employment after 19 years with the Lincoln County 
Sheriff’s Office on January 1, 2015. Not to worry, Eleanor will be working 
on a part time basis doing community projects with Two Bridges inmates 
throughout Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties.
The Patrol Division, commanded by Lieutenant Rand Maker, continues 
on its steady and increasing pace of responding to day to day calls for 
service. The Sheriff’s Office in 2015 received another block of grants from 
the Maine Department of Public Safety to conduct seatbelt, speed and 
OUI enforcement details. The details paid for by the grant focus solely on 
enforcement of those areas which are most commonly reported on day to 
day complaints. These details do not interfere with the patrol division’s day 
to day calls for service.
In October of 2015, Senior Patrol Sergeant Daniel Sceviour retired 
after twenty-five years of serving the people of Lincoln County. Dan had 
the respect of all Sheriff’s Office employees and was well respected in the 
community for which he served. We wish Dan and Susan good times with 
their two sons in a much warmer climate.
In April of 2015, Caleb Poirier was hired as a full time patrol deputy, 
filling a vacancy within that division. Caleb had already attended the full 
time law enforcement academy and after his field training is complete here 
at the Sheriff’s Office, he will be ready to go. We welcome Caleb to the 
Lincoln County Sheriff’s Office family. 
Distracted driving continues to be one of the leading causation factors 
for motor vehicle crashes. Please don’t be a statistic, pay attention to your 
driving. Your life or the life of another person could depend on it.
The Sheriff’s Office Administrative Division continues to serve the 
public’s needs regarding civil process issues and questions about reports 
taken by deputies. Karen, Amy and Penny will be happy to assist in any 
way they can.
The Civil Division remains steady with civil paperwork service 
throughout the county. There were 33 civil papers served in Bremen in 
2015. 
As your Sheriff, it remains a priority to keep the lines of communication 
open to each citizen I serve. Please do not hesitate to bring your public 
safety concerns to me directly or to any member of my staff. The Lincoln 
County Sheriff’s Office cares about its reputation, our community and the 
people we serve.
Respectfully submitted,
TODD  B.  BRACKETT, Sheriff 
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United States Senate
Washington, DC
Dear Friends of Bremen:
It has been a privilege to serve the State of Maine since being sworn 
into the U.S. Senate.
Much of my time in Washington this past year has been devoted to 
the Senate Armed Services Committee and the Select Committee on 
Intelligence. Protecting our homeland and the people of Maine from 
terrorism and violence remains one of my top priorities. Through my work 
on the Armed Services Committee, I was able to secure several provisions 
in the 2016 National Defense Authorization Act that benefit Maine. The 
legislation authorizes the construction of an additional DDG-51 Arleigh 
Burke Class Destroyer that could be built at Bath Iron Works and expands 
the HUBZone program to stimulate economic growth at former military 
installations like the former Brunswick Naval Air Station.
Returning control to teachers, school districts, and states has also 
been a primary concern of mine. I am encouraged that the Every Student 
Succeeds Act has become law. It eliminates the burdensome requirements 
of the No Child Left Behind Act and ensures access to a quality education 
for all students. A provision I helped author in the bill will give states the 
opportunity to pilot the use of their own proficiency-based assessments 
in lieu of federally-mandated standardized tests. Also included in the bill 
are several measures I secured to promote local input, fund education 
technology initiatives, and explore new strategies to increase student access 
to the internet outside of school.
Communities across Maine have taken bold action to improve their 
broadband connectivity, and I have been proud to foster federal support for 
these types of projects. My amendments to the Every Student Succeeds Act 
will promote the type of work already occurring in Washington County, 
where students who lack broadband access are able to check out mobile 
hotspots from their local libraries. Additionally, a bill I co-sponsored, the 
Community Broadband Act, helped pave the way for the FCC to enact rules 
protecting the ability of municipalities to invest in better broadband. I am 
excited by Maine’s leadership on this important economic development 
issue and will continue to support local efforts in this area.
After extensive negotiations, the Senate passed a five-year 
transportation bill that will increase highway and transit funding in Maine 
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and provide stability to improve our transportation infrastructure. The 
legislation contains provisions I co-sponsored to cut red tape and improve 
predictability and timeliness by streamlining the federal permitting process 
for large infrastructure projects. Also incorporated in this bill are my 
provisions to relieve financial regulations on Maine’s community banks and 
credit unions and to reauthorize the Export-Import Bank, a critical tool that 
supports communities and small businesses across the state.
Following my inquiries in the Energy and Natural Resources Committee, 
the National Park Service has announced they will begin exploring strategies 
to allow park visitors to purchase electronic passes online and will pilot the 
program at Acadia National Park. These passes would improve access to our 
nation’s most treasured landscapes and would generate resources for years 
to come. I remain deeply engaged in preserving Maine’s natural beauty and 
strengthening our outdoor recreation economy.
It is with solemn responsibility that I have focused my energy addressing 
the opioid epidemic in Maine. This work includes convening roundtables 
with a wide range of health care and law enforcement professionals to combat 
addiction; introducing a proposal to safely dispose of excess prescription 
drugs; co-sponsoring a Senate-passed bill that addresses mothers struggling 
with addiction and the alarming effect it has on newborns; co-sponsoring 
the TREAT Act, which expands the ability of medical specialists to provide 
life-saving medication-assisted therapies for patients battling heroin and 
prescription drug addiction; and calling on the Commander of the U.S. 
Southern Command to increase efforts to stop the flow of heroin at our 
southern border.
I like to think of Maine as a big small town - and in a small town, the 
leaders are accessible and eager to listen. In that spirit, I’ve made it a priority 
to stay connected with people from all over Maine who e-mail, write, and 
call with suggestions or questions. If I can ever assist in your interaction 
with a federal agency, or you have thoughts, concerns, or personal input on 
a matter that is currently before Congress, I hope you will contact me, let me 
know where you stand, and engage in this critical part of democracy. Please 
call my toll-free line at 1-800-432-1599 or one of my offices: Augusta (207) 
622-8292, Presque Isle (207) 764-5124, Scarborough (207) 883-1588, or 
Washington, D.C. (202) 224-5344. You can also write me on our website at 
www.king.senate.gov/contact.
As always, I am honored to represent the people of Maine and look 
forward to working with you for the betterment of our great state.
Sincerely,
ANGUS  S.  KING,  JR.
United States Senator
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United States Senate
Washington, DC
Dear Friends:
It is an honor to represent Maine in the United States Senate. I am 
grateful for the trust the people of our State have placed in me and welcome 
this opportunity to share some key accomplishments from 2015. 
Growing the economy by encouraging job creation was and remains 
my top priority. The tax-relief bill signed into law at the close of last year 
contains three key provisions I authored to help foster job creation and 
provide small businesses with the certainty they need to invest, grow, and, 
most important, hire new workers. Another provision I authored that became 
law last year gives a boost to both Maine’s economy and traffic safety. This 
provision permanently changed the federal law that previously had forced 
the heaviest trucks onto our country roads and downtown streets, rather 
than allowing them to use Maine’s federal Interstates. In addition, I was 
glad to help secure another significant award for the University of Maine’s 
deepwater offshore wind initiative, which has the potential to advance an 
emerging industry and create thousands of good jobs in our state. 
Maine’s historic contributions to our nation’s defense must continue. 
In 2015, I secured funding toward a much-needed additional Navy 
destroyer, likely to be built at Bath Iron Works. Modernization projects at 
the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard that I have long advocated for were also 
completed, as were projects for the Maine National Guard. 
I was also deeply involved in crafting the new education reform law 
to better empower states and communities in setting educational policy for 
their students. The law also extends a program I co-authored that provides 
additional assistance to rural schools, which has greatly benefitted our state. 
A $250 tax deduction I authored in 2002 for teachers who spend their own 
money on classroom supplies was also made permanent last year.
As a result of a scientific evaluation of the nutritional value of potatoes 
required by a law that I wrote, the wholesome fresh potato finally was 
included in the federal WIC nutrition program. I also worked on other 
issues important to Maine’s farmers and growers, including research on 
wild blueberries and pollinating bees.
As Chairman of the Housing Appropriations Subcommittee, I have 
made combating veterans’ homelessness a priority. This year’s housing 
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funding law includes $60 million for 8,000 new supportive housing vouchers 
for homeless veterans. Since this program began in 2008, the number of 
homeless veterans nationwide has dropped by one third. Maine has received 
nearly 200 vouchers to support homeless veterans.
Last year, I became Chairman of the Senate Aging Committee. My top 
three priorities for the committee are retirement security, investing more 
in biomedical research, and fighting fraud and financial abuses targeting 
our nation’s seniors. I advocated for the $2 billion increase in funding for 
the National Institutes of Health to advance research on such diseases as 
diabetes and Alzheimer’s. The Senate also unanimously passed my bill to 
support family caregivers. The Aging Committee’s toll-free hotline (1-855-
303-9470) makes it easier for senior citizens to report suspected fraud and 
receive assistance and has already received more than 1,000 calls.
A Maine value that always guides me is our unsurpassed work ethic. As 
2015 ended, I cast my 6,072nd consecutive vote, continuing my record of 
never missing a roll-call vote since my Senate service began in 1997.
I appreciate the opportunity to serve Bremen and Maine in the United 
States Senate. If ever I can be of assistance to you, please contact my 
Constituent Service Center in Augusta at (207) 622-8414 or visit my website 
at www.collins.senate.gov. May 2016 be a good year for you, your family, 
your community, and our state.
Sincerely, 
SUSAN  M.  COLLINS
United States Senator
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U.S. House of Representatives
Dear Friend,
I hope this letter finds you and your family well. I appreciate the 
opportunity to give you an update on my work in Maine and Washington. 
It continues to be a great honor to serve the people of Maine’s 1st District 
in Congress. 
Over the last year, I have introduced a number of bills to address the 
problems my constituents face. One of the most concerning issues is hunger. 
Nearly 50 million Americans don’t have reliable access to enough food. At 
the same time, 40 percent of the food produced in the country goes to waste. 
That is why I introduced the Food Recovery Act, comprehensive legislation 
to cut food waste while providing more food to the people who need it. 
The Safe and Affordable Drugs from Canada Act takes on another 
serious concern for Maine families—the high cost of prescription drugs. 
Just over the border in Canada, the same medications are available at half 
the price on average. My bill would lift a ban that prohibits consumers from 
importing those medications. Other bills I introduced touch on a number 
of issues, from helping veterans secure benefits to protecting our coastal 
economies. For more information on all my legislation, go to www.pingree.
house.gov.
My seat on the House Appropriations Committee—which has a 
powerful role in setting federal funding levels—has also put me in a 
position to influence policies and programs that affect Mainers. A couple 
of examples from the last year include pushing to make Lyme disease a 
higher federal priority and working to protect funding for a program that 
has extended pre-school to hundreds of Maine children. 
But not all my work takes place at the Capitol. Here at home, I had 
the chance to visit many communities to help celebrate their victories and 
discuss their concerns—critical feedback to take to Washington. And over 
the last year, my hard-working staff has helped hundreds of constituents on 
their issues with federal programs and agencies. 
I hope the last year has been a good one for you and your family. As 
we head into another year of challenges and opportunities for our nation, I 
promise that your interests will continue to guide my work. Please contact 
my office if there’s ever anything I can do for you. 
 Best wishes,
CHELLIE  PINGREE, Member of Congress
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Governor’s Report
Dear Citizens of Bremen:
Maine has a long tradition of civil participation in both state and local 
government, and I thank you for being informed and involved citizens.
My vision for Maine is prosperity, not poverty. For this reason, one of 
my top priorities is the reduction and eventual elimination of the income 
tax. Some are pushing to raise the minimum wage, but I want Mainers to 
earn a maximum wage. Reducing the income tax is the biggest and most 
immediate pay raise for all hard-working Mainers.
Not only does an income tax cut put more money back in your pockets, 
but it will also attract businesses that can offer good-paying careers to keep 
our young people here in Maine. It shows the nation that we are serious 
about wanting people and businesses to come – and stay – in Maine.
Another of my priorities is to lower the cost of student debt in Maine. If 
young people are struggling with too much student debt, they are unable to 
afford homes or vehicles. We are now offering programs to help them lower 
their debt, stay in Maine, begin their careers and start families.
To provide good-paying jobs for our young people, we must also work 
hard to reduce our energy costs. High energy costs are a major factor in 
driving out manufacturers, mills and other businesses that need low-cost 
electricity. I am committed to lowering the cost of energy, not only to attract 
job creators, but also to allow Maine people to heat and power their homes 
affordably and effectively.
And finally, we are making progress to address the drug pandemic in 
our state. It is my most important duty to keep the Maine people safe. While 
education, treatment and prevention efforts are important, we must get the 
dealers off the streets. I am pleased the Legislature has finally agreed to 
fund my proposal for more drug agents to stem the supply of deadly opiates 
flowing into our communities, but our law enforcement agencies are still 
understaffed. We must do more.
It is a pleasure serving as your Governor. If ever I can be of assistance 
to you or if you have any questions or suggestions, I encourage you to 
contact my office by calling 287-3531 or by visiting our website at www.
maine.gov/governor.
Sincerely,
PAUL  R.  LEPAGE, Governor
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State Senator’s Report
I hope 2016 finds you and your family doing well. It is an honor to 
represent you and this community as your State Senator. These are challenging 
times for so many people in Maine which is why I am pleased to have some 
good news and information to help you through some of the challenges.
This past year, the Legislature made significant progress in providing 
direct tax relief to Maine homeowners. We increased the Homestead Property 
Tax Credit for all Mainers from $10,000 to $15,000 starting in April of 2016; 
and the exemption will increase again to $20,000 in 2017. We also prevented 
Municipal Revenue Sharing cuts while increasing funding of K-12 schools 
by $80 million. As key influences on municipal revenues, they are critical to 
avoiding property tax spikes.
Additionally, we implemented meaningful, fair changes to the state’s 
income tax code, which will result in a $135 million annual tax cut for 
579,000 Maine families. This Legislature also eliminated the income tax on 
pensions for all military families.
I am proud of these accomplishments. I hope you are as well. Moving 
forward, I will continue to focus on making state government effective in 
meeting people’s needs, with good oversight and accountability, providing 
property tax relief and tax reform that works for every day Mainers, not 
just the wealthy. And ensuring that your tax dollars are working to support 
growth of good paying jobs, fostering economic development, investing 
in education, lowering home energy costs, protecting our children and our 
natural resources, and building better infrastructure.
As the Legislature continues its work, please know that I appreciate 
hearing from you about your concerns, your hopes, and your ideas for how 
to make our communities and our state better. In addition to the monthly 
constituent office hours across the district to hear what you want to talk 
about, and occasional open public meetings, I encourage you to sign up for 
my legislative email updates to keep you informed about what is happening 
in the Legislature. This periodic email allows me to share information that 
is useful and informative to you and our district. Please email or call me to 
sign up.
I am here to listen to your legislative needs and concerns, and to serve as 
a liaison between you and state government. Feel free to contact me anytime. 
I appreciate your continued support and look forward to seeing you around 
the district. 
Sincerely, 
CHRIS  JOHNSON, State Senator 
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State Representative’s Report
 
Dear Bremen Residents,
 
It is an honor to serve as your State Representative. I intend to work 
hard to retain your trust and build upon the work I’ve done in the Legislature 
over the past three years.
This year the Legislature’s agenda will be limited mostly to emergency 
legislation and bills carried over from 2015. We are scheduled to adjourn 
by the end of April.
Among the other issues we intend to work on this year are finding 
ways to bring more jobs to Lincoln County, supporting senior citizens, 
promoting veterans’ issues, finding ways to keep down energy and heating 
costs, improving schools and containing education costs and responding to 
Maine’s drug addiction crisis.
Just as in previous years, I’ll be continuing my work as co-chair of 
the bipartisan Veterans Caucus and as a member of the Legislature’s 
Marine Resources Committee. As a marine biologist and as someone who 
represents many coastal communities in Lincoln County, I’ve been putting 
a lot of work into finding ways to address the many growing threats to our 
working waterfront, whether it’s rising sea levels, a more acidic ocean or 
managing fisheries. Thousands of people depend on marine life – directly 
and indirectly – to make a living, and it’s important to be a voice for them 
in Augusta.
Whether we are dealing with the above issues or any other topic, I stand 
ready to work with all of my colleagues, regardless of party affiliation, to 
make sure we’re doing the best work we can for the people of our district 
and all the people of Maine.
Please contact me if I can be of any help or if you want to discuss or 
testify on any legislation. My email is mick@mickdevin.org and my phone 
number is 975-3132. I also send out e-newsletters from time to time. Let me 
know if you would like to receive them.
Respectfully, 
MICHAEL  DEVIN 
State Representative 
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Independent Auditors’ Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental 
activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the 
Town of Bremen as of and for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, and 
the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the Town’s 
basic financial statements.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these 
financial statements in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted 
in the United States of America; this includes the design, implementation, and 
maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of 
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud 
or error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on 
our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan 
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about 
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected 
depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material 
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making 
those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s 
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design 
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose 
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. 
Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the 
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant 
accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall 
presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate 
to provide a basis for our audit opinions.
Opinions
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all 
material respects, the respective financial position of the governmental activities, 
each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of 
Bremen as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, and the respective changes in financial 
position and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the years then ended in 
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of 
America.
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Other Matters
Required Supplementary Information
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America 
require that the management’s discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison 
information listed in the table of contents be presented to supplement the basic 
financial statements. Such information, although not a part of the basic financial 
statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board, who 
considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic 
financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. 
We have applied certain limited procedures to the required supplementary 
information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United 
States of America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods 
of preparing the information and comparing the information for consistency with 
management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic financial statements, and other 
knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do 
not express an opinion or provide any assurance on the information because the 
limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to express an opinion 
or provide any assurance.
Other Information
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial 
statements that collectively comprise the Town of Bremen’s basic financial 
statements. The introductory section, combining and individual nonmajor fund 
financial statements, and statistical section are presented for purposes of additional 
analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements.
The combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements are the 
responsibility of management and were derived from and relate directly to the 
underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial 
statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied 
in the audit of the basic financial statements and certain additional procedures, 
including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying 
accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements or to the 
basic financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance 
with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our 
opinion, the combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements are fairly 
stated, in all material respects, in relation to the basic financial statements as a 
whole.
The introductory and statistical sections have not been subjected to the auditing 
procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, accordingly, we 
do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on them.
WILLIAM  H.  BREWER
February 4, 2016
Bath, Maine
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis
Calendar Year Ending December 31, 2015
As management of the Town of Bremen, Maine we offer readers of the Town’s 
financial statements this narrative overview and analysis of the financial activities of 
the Town of Bremen for the calendar year ending December 31, 2015. We encourage 
readers to consider the information presented here in conjunction with additional 
information that we have furnished in our annual report of the Town of Bremen, 
Maine.
ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES
In 2015, the property tax mil rate of .0121 was an increase of .0015 from the 
2014 rate of .0106 or .15 per $1,000.00 of valuation.
One of the major expenses for the Town is the Lincoln County Property Tax 
which at $243,661.97 in 2015 is higher than 2014 at $235,747.70.
Excise Tax Revenue decreased in 2015 generating total income of 
$128,371.84. 
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The financial statements presented herein include all the activities of the Town 
of Bremen, Maine (the Town) using the integrated approach as prescribed by GASB 
Statement No. 34.
The Government-wide Financial Statements present the financial picture of the 
Town from the economic resources measurement focus using the accrual basis of 
accounting. They present governmental activities and business activities separately. 
These statements include all assets of the Town (including infrastructure) as well as 
all liabilities. Additionally, certain eliminations have occurred as prescribed by the 
statement in regards to interfund activity, payables, and receivables.
The Fund Financial Statements include statements for each of the categories of 
activities - governmental, and fiduciary. The governmental activities are prepared 
using the current financial resources measurement focus and modified accrual basis 
of accounting. Reconciliation of the Fund Financial Statements to the Government-
Wide Financial Statements is provided to explain the difference created by the 
integrated approach.
REPORTING THE TOWN AS A WHOLE
 The Statement of Net Position (see Exhibit A) and the Statement of 
Activities (see Exhibit B) report information about the Town as a whole and its 
activities. These statements include all assets and liabilities of the Town using the 
accrual basis of accounting, which is similar to the accounting used by most private 
sector companies. All of the current year’s revenue and expenses are taken into 
account regardless of when cash is received or paid.
These two statements report the Town’s net position and changes to it. Net 
position is the difference between assets and liabilities, which is one way to measure 
the Town’s financial health or financial position. Over time, increases and decreases 
are one indicator of whether its financial health is improving or deteriorating. Other 
factors to consider are changes to the Town’s property tax base and the condition of 
the Town’s infrastructure.
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In the Statement of Fund Balance we separate the Town’s basic government 
activities as:
 General Government County Tax Assessment
 Health and Welfare Protection
 Highways and Bridges Unclassified
 Education Recreation
 Intergovernmental on Behalf Payments Contingency
Property taxes, excise taxes, fees, interest income, and State and Federal grants 
finance the activities. Detail relating to the activities is in Schedule A-2 and A-4.
REPORTING THE TOWN’S MOST SIGNIFICANT FUNDS
Fund Financial Statements
The fund financial statements provide detailed information about the most 
significant funds, not the Town as a whole. Management established many funds to 
help it control and manage money for particular purposes to show that it is meeting 
legal responsibilities for using certain taxes, grants, or other money.
Governmental Funds
All of the Town’s basic services are reported in governmental funds, which 
focus on how money flows into and out of those funds and the balances left at year-
end. The government statement provides a detailed short-term view of the Town’s 
general Government-Wide financial statements as explained in the reconciliation 
statements.
THE TOWN AS A WHOLE
(Government-Wide Financial Analysis)
As noted earlier, net position may serve over time as a useful indicator of the 
Town’s financial position. In the case of Bremen, assets exceeded liabilities by 
$4,111,589.66 at the close of the fiscal year 2015 compared to $3,853,169.18 at the 
close of the fiscal year 2014. This shows an increase in net position of $258,420.48 
for the year 2015.
Exhibit A of the audit has a breakdown of the numbers listed below:
 2015 2014
Current and Other Assets  2,324,555.82  2,067,091.21
Capital Assets  1,926,610.53  1,891,120.12
 Total Assets  4,251,166.35  3,958,211.33
Current Liabilities  98,276.69   43,736.92
Long-Term Liabilities  41,300.00  61,305.23
 Total Liabilities  139,576.69   105,042.15
Net Invested in Capital Assets  1,865,313.03  1,810,314.15
Restricted for:  
 Capital Projects  310,664.05  277,262.92
 Other Purposes  718,868.80   586,144.62
Unassigned  1,186,025.48  1,149,012.40
Non-Expendable Trust Principal  30,452.30  30,212.30
Trust Fund Purposes  266.00  222.79
 Total Net Position  4,111,589.66  3,853,169.18
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Governmental Activities
The cost of all Governmental Activities for 2015 was $2,030,043.07. Charges 
for services were $29,989.65. Operating grants and contributions of $60,948.99 
reduced the cost to the Town. The Town’s programs listed below show the net cost 
(total cost less revenues generated by the activities). The cost shows the financial 
burden that was placed on the Town’s taxpayers by each of the functions with a 
comparison to 2013 and 2014. 
 2013 2014 2015
Primary Government    
Taxes:  
Property Taxes 1,764,419.89 1,762,999.94 2,104,274.03
Homestead Reimbursement  13,856.70  12,450.50  15,546.00
Excise Taxes  132,128.61  133,642.05  128,371.84
Boat Taxes  5,813.20  7,228.15  6,497.28
Pilot Payments  1,000.00  1,000.00  1,000.00
Intergovernmental   45,505.96  16,778.00
Interest Earnings  11,941.58  10,463.86  15,996.40
Total Primary Government 1,929,159.98 1,973,290.46 2,288,463.55
 
Conclusion
The selectmen, along with the auditors, feel the Town of Bremen is in a sound 
financial state. In the future the Selectmen will continue to run the Town as efficiently 
as possible without causing a burden to the taxpayers and continue to maintain and 
upgrade infrastructure.
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Exhibit A
TOWN OF BREMEN
STATEMENTS OF NET ASSETS
DECEMBER 31, 2015 and 2014
 GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES
 2015  2014
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS:  
Cash (Note B)  2,082,193.38   1,891,298.99 
Accounts Receivable (Note C)  11,862.06   5,394.56 
Taxes Receivable  135,101.73   106,946.84 
Tax Liens  27,227.81   43,210.82 
Due From Other Funds  68,170.84   20,240.00 
 Total Current Assets  2,324,555.82   2,067,091.21 
PROPERTY, PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT (NOTE D):  
Land and Improvements  485,797.00   442,328.95 
Buildings  576,705.16   544,556.77 
Equipment  719,348.03   714,957.03 
Infrastructure  1,536,059.60   1,448,666.86 
 Total Property, Plant, and Equipment  3,317,909.79   3,150,509.61 
Less:  Accumulated Depreciation  1,391,299.26   1,259,389.49 
 Net Property, Plant, and Equipment  1,926,610.53   1,891,120.12 
  Total Assets  4,251,166.35   3,958,211.33 
LIABILITIES AND NET POSITION   
CURRENT LIABILITIES:  
Loans Payable (Note L)  19,997.50   19,500.74 
Accounts Payable - Trade  2,179.31   3,848.61 
Payroll Taxes  6,764.95  
Due To Other Funds  68,170.84   20,240.00 
Deferred Revenue (Note K)  1,164.09   147.57 
Total Current Liabilities  98,276.69   43,736.92 
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES:  
Loans Payable - Net of Current Portion (Note L)  41,300.00   61,305.23 
Total Liabilities  139,576.69   105,042.15 
NET POSITION:  
Net Invested in Capital Assets  1,865,313.03   1,810,314.15 
Restricted for:  
Nonspendable Trust Principal  30,452.30   30,212.30 
Trust Fund Purposes  266.00   222.79 
Capital Projects  310,664.05   277,262.92 
Other Purposes (Note F)  718,868.80   586,144.62 
Unrestricted  1,186,025.48   1,149,012.40 
Total Net Position  4,111,589.66   3,853,169.18 
Total Liabilities and Net Position  4,251,166.35   3,958,211.33  
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
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 TOWN OF BREMEN Exhibit D
RECONCILIATION OF THE STATEMENTS OF REVENUES, 
EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES OF 
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS TO THE STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015 and 2014
 2015 2014
Net Change in Fund Balances - 
 Total Governmental Funds (Exhibit F)  189,935.87   63,228.37 
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the  
   Statements of Activities are different because:  
   Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures.  
      However, in the Statements of Activities, the cost of those  
      assets is allocated over their estimated useful lives as  
      depreciation expense.  This is the amount by which capital   
      outlays exceeds depreciation.   35,490.41   34,802.01 
   Principal payment on debt.  19,508.47   19,194.03 
   Property taxes are deferred in the fund financial statements, 
      but in the government-wide financial statements they are 
      recorded as income in the year they are assessed.  13,485.73  (12,039.95)
Change in Net Position of Gov’tal Activities (Exh B)  258,420.48   105,184.46
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
 TOWN OF BREMEN Exhibit C
RECONCILIATION OF TOTAL GOVERNMENTAL FUND BALANCE
TO NET POSITION OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015 and 2014
 2015 2014
GOVERNMENTAL FUND BALANCES:  
Restricted for: 
Nonspendable Trust Principal  30,452.30   30,212.30 
Trust Fund Purposes  266.00   222.79 
Capital Projects (Schedule A-12)  310,664.05   277,262.92 
Other Purposes (Schedule A-4)  718,868.80   590,146.96 
Unassigned (Schedule A-3)  1,067,427.52   1,039,897.83 
Total Governmental Fund Balances (Exhibit E)  2,127,678.67   1,937,742.80 
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the  
   Statements of Net Position are different because:  
   Capital assets used in governmental activities are not  
      financial resources and therefore are not 
      reported in the funds.  1,926,610.53   1,891,120.12 
   Notes payable are not due and payable in the current 
      period and therefore are not reported in the funds.  (61,297.50) (80,805.97)
   Property taxes not collected within 60 days after year
      end are deferred as revenue in the fund financial 
      statements.  In the government-wide financial statements 
      the revenue is income in the year assessed.  118,597.96   105,112.23 
Net Position of Governmental Activities (Exhibit A)  4,111,589.66   3,853,169.18  
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 TOWN OF BREMEN Exhibit I
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS - FIDUCIARY FUND TYPE - 
NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS - CEMETERY TRUST
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015 and 2014
 2015 Total 2014 Total
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:  
Interest Income  43.21   42.94 
Due From General Fund  240.00  
Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities  283.21   42.94 
Cash Balance, January 1  30,195.09   30,152.15 
Cash Balance, December 31  30,478.30   30,195.09    
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements
  TOWN OF BREMEN Exhibit G
STATEMENTS OF FIDUCIARY NET POSITION
NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS - CEMETERY TRUST
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015 and 2014
 2015 2014 
 ASSETS  TOTALS   TOTALS 
ASSETS:  
Cash (Note B)  30,478.30   30,195.09 
Due From General Fund  240.00   240.00 
Total Assets  30,718.30   30,435.09 
LIABILITIES AND NET POSITION
LIABILITIES  -   - 
NET POSITION:  
Restricted for Principal  30,452.30   30,212.30 
Unassigned  266.00   222.79 
Total Net Position  30,718.30   30,435.09 
Total Liabilities and Net Position  30,718.30   30,435.09 
 
   Exhibit H 
 STATEMENTS OF REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND CHANGES 
IN NET POSITION - FIDUCIARY FUND TYPE - 
NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS - CEMETERY TRUST
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015 and 2014
 2015 2014
REVENUES:  TOTALS   TOTALS 
Interest  43.21   42.94 
Sale of Cemetery Lots  240.00   240.00 
  283.21   282.94 
EXPENDITURES – –
Change in Net Position  283.21   282.94 
Net Position, January 1  30,435.09   30,152.15 
Net Position, December 31  30,718.30   30,435.09  
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TOWN OF BREMEN
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2015
NOTE A - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES:
 The accounting policies of the Town of Bremen conform to generally accepted 
accounting principles as applicable to governmental units.
1.  Financial Reporting Entity
 The Town of Bremen was incorporated in 1828. The Town operates under a town 
meeting form of government.
 In evaluating the Town of Bremen as a reporting entity, management has 
addressed all potential component units. The primary criteria for including a 
component reporting entity are the exercise of financial accountability by the Town 
of Bremen’s municipal officials.
 The Town’s financial statements are prepared in accordance with accounting 
principles generally accepted in the United States of America. The Governmental 
Accounting Standards Board (GASB) is responsible for establishing Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) for state and local governments through 
its pronouncements (Statements and Interpretations). Governments are also required 
to follow the pronouncements of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) 
issued through November 30, 1989 (when applicable) that do not conflict with 
or contradict GASB pronouncements. The more significant accounting policies 
established in GAAP are used by the Town as discussed below.
 In June 1999, the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) 
unanimously approved Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements – and 
Management’s Discussion and Analysis – for State and Local Governments. Certain 
significant changes in the Statement include the following:
 1.) Financial statements now include:
  • A Management’s Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) section providing an 
analysis of the Town’s overall financial position and results of operations.
  • Financial statements prepared using full accrual accounting for all of the 
Town’s activities, including infrastructure (roads, bridges, etc.).
 2.) A change in the fund financial statements to focus on the major funds.
 These and other changes are reflected in the accompanying financial statements 
(including notes to financial statements). The Town elected to implement the 
provisions of the Statement in the year ended December 31, 2004.
2.  Basic Financial Statements - Government-Wide Statements
 The Town’s basic financial statements include both government-wide (reporting 
the Town as a whole) and fund financial statements (reporting the Town’s major 
funds). Both the government-wide and fund financial statements categorize primary 
activities as governmental. The Town’s fire protection, recreation, public works, and 
general administrative services are classified as governmental activities.
 In the government-wide Statements of Net Position, the governmental column 
is presented on a consolidated basis by column, and is reported on a full accrual, 
economic resource basis, which recognizes all long-term assets and receivables as 
well as long-term debt and obligations. The Town’s net position is reported in three 
parts - net invested in capital assets; restricted; and unrestricted. The Town first 
utilizes restricted resources to finance qualifying activities.
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 The government-wide Statements of Activities reports both the gross and net 
cost of each of the Town’s functions and business-type activities (fire, public works, 
administrative, etc.). The functions are also supported by general government 
revenues (property, certain intergovernmental revenues, fines, permits, and charges, 
etc.). The Statements of Activities reduces gross expenses (including depreciation) 
by related program revenues, and operating and capital grants. Program revenues 
must be directly associated with the function (fire, public works, etc.). Operating 
grants include operating-specific and discretionary (either operating or capital) 
grants while the capital grants column reflects capital-specific grants.
 The net costs (by function or business-type activity) are normally covered by 
general revenue (property, intergovernmental revenues, interest income, etc.).
 This government-wide focus is more on the sustainability of the Town as an 
entity and the change in the Town’s net position resulting from the current year’s 
activities.
3.  Basic Financial Statements - Fund Financial Statements
 The financial transactions of the Town are reported in individual funds in the 
fund financial statements. Each fund is accounted for by providing a separate set 
of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, reserves, fund equity, 
revenues, and expenditures/expenses. The various funds are reported by generic 
classification within the financial statements.
 The following fund types are used by the Town:
 a. Governmental Funds:
  The focus of the governmental funds’ measurement (in the fund statements) is 
upon determination of financial position and changes in financial position (sources, 
uses, and balances of financial resources) rather than upon net income. The following 
is a description of the governmental funds of the Town:
  1. General Fund:
   General Fund is the general operating fund of the Town. It is used to 
account for all financial resources except those required to be accounted for in 
another fund.
  2. Fiduciary Funds:
   Fiduciary Funds are used to report assets held in a trustee or agency 
capacity for others and therefore are not available to support town programs. The 
reporting focus is on net position and changes in net position and is reported using 
accounting principles similar to proprietary funds.
   The emphasis in fund financial statements is on the major funds in either 
the governmental or business-type activities categories. Nonmajor funds by category 
are summarized into a single column. GASB No. 34 sets forth minimum criteria 
(percentage of the assets, liabilities, revenues, or expenditures/expenses of either 
fund category) for the determination of major funds.
  3. Capital Projects:
   Capital Projects funds are used to account for financial resources to be 
used for various projects.
4.  Basis of Accounting
 Basis of accounting refers to the point at which revenues or expenditures/
expenses are recognized in the accounts and reported in the financial statements. It 
relates to the timing of the measurements made regardless of the measurement focus 
applied:
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 a. Accrual:
  Governmental activities in the government-wide financial statements and 
fiduciary fund financial statements are presented on the accrual basis of accounting. 
Revenues are recognized when earned and expenses are recognized when incurred.
 b. Modified Accrual:
  The governmental funds financial statements are presented on the modified 
accrual basis of accounting. Under the modified accrual basis of accounting, 
revenues are recorded when susceptible to accrual; i.e. both measurable and 
available. “Available” means collectible within the current period or within 60 days 
after year end. Expenditures are generally recognized under the modified accrual 
basis of accounting when the related liability is incurred. The exception to this 
general rule is that principal and interest on general obligation long-term debt, if 
any, is recognized when due.
5. Financial Statement Amounts 
 a. Cash and Cash Equivalents:
  The Town has defined cash and cash equivalents to include cash on hand, 
demand deposits, and cash with fiscal agents. Statutes authorize the Treasurer of the 
Town, as directed by the municipal officers, to invest all municipal funds, including 
reserve and trust funds, to the extent that the terms of the instrument, order, or article 
creating the fund do not prohibit the investment in financial institutions as described 
in Section 5706 MRSA and securities as described in Sections 5711 through 5717 
MRSA.
 b. Capital Assets:
  Capital assets purchased or acquired with an original cost of $1,000.00 or 
more are reported at historical cost or estimated historical cost. Contributed assets 
are reported at fair market value as of the date received. Additions, improvements, 
and other capital outlays that significantly extend the useful life of an asset are 
capitalized. Other costs incurred for repairs and maintenance are expensed as 
incurred. Depreciation on all assets is provided on the straight-line basis over the 
following estimated useful lives:
    Buildings 20-50 Years
    Machinery and Equipment  5-10 Years
    Improvements 10-20 Years
    Other Infrastructure 10-50 Years
 c. Revenues:
  Substantially, all governmental fund revenues are accrued. Property taxes are 
billed and collected within the same period in which the taxes are levied. In applying 
GASB No. 33 to grant revenues, the provider recognizes liabilities and expenses 
and the recipient recognizes receivables and revenue when the applicable eligibility 
requirements, including time requirements, are met. Resources transmitted before 
the eligibility requirements are met are reported as advances by the provider and 
deferred revenue by the recipient.
 d. Expenditures:
  Expenditures are recognized when the related fund liability is incurred. 
Inventory costs are reported in the period when inventory items are used, rather than 
in the period purchased.
 e. Use of Estimates:
  The presentation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted 
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accounting principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that 
affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent 
assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts 
of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could differ 
from those estimates.
 f.  Fund Balance:
  In accordance with GASB Statement No. 54, the Town employs terminology 
and classifications for fund balance items as follows: 
  Committed fund balances are amounts that can be used only for specific 
purposes because of a formal action taken by town government.
  Assigned fund balances are resources that are constrained by the government’s 
intent to be used for specific purposes, but are neither restricted or committed.
  Unassigned fund balances are all amounts in the General Fund that are not 
assigned to another category. Only the General Fund can have an unassigned fund 
balance.
NOTE B - CASH:
Cash
 The Town’s cash is categorized to give an indication of the level of risk assumed 
by the Town at year end. These Categories are defined as follows:
 Category #1 - Insured or collateralized with securities held by the Town or by its 
agent in the Town’s name.
 Category #2 - Collateralized with securities held by the pledging financial 
institution’s trust department or agent in the Town’s name. 
 Category #3 - Uncollateralized (This includes any bank balance that is 
collateralized with securities held by the pledging financial institution, or by its trust 
department or agent but not in the Town’s name.)
 At December 31, 2015 cash consisted of:
 CARRYING BANK  CATEGORY
ACCOUNT TYPE AMOUNT BALANCE #1 #2 #3
Interest Bearing Accounts  2,103,192.99  2,081,916.85 2,081,916.85  – – 
 NOTE C - ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE:
 Accounts Receivable consists of the following:
   State of Maine - Homestead  5,388.00
   State of Maine - General Assistance  338.00
   State of Maine - Shellfish Fines  50.00
   State of Maine - Snowmobiles  86.06
   Boston Foundation  5,000.00
   Kieve   1,000.00
       11,862.06  
NOTE D - PROPERTY, PLANT, AND EQUIPMENT:
 The following is a summary of changes in fixed assets at December 31, 2015:
 Balance   Balance
 Jan. 1, 2015 Additions Deletions Dec. 31, 2015
Land and Improvements  442,328.95   43,468.05     485,797.00
Buildings  544,556.77  32,148.39   576,705.16
Equipment  714,957.03  4,391.00   719,348.03
Infrastructure  1,448,666.86  87,392.74   1,536,059.60
    3,150,509.61   167,400.18    3,317,909.79 
continued next page
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Accumulated Depreciation  (1,259,389.49)   (131,909.77)   (1,391,299.26) 
Net Property, Plant, 
 and Equipment  1,891,120.12   35,490.41    1,926,610.53 
 Depreciation expense for the period totaled $131,909.77. Of that amount, 
$12,611.38 was for General Government, $80,605.78 was for Highways and 
Bridges, $37,739.54 was for Protection, and $953.07 was for Unclassified.
NOTE E - GENERAL FUND BUDGET:
 The Town operates on a net budget as compared with a gross budget. All 
revenues are not estimated, but are credited to the particular operating account. 
Certain revenues are dedicated for particular purposes by vote of the townspeople at 
the annual town meeting or at special town meetings.
 At the annual town meeting, generally held in March of each year, the 
townspeople vote on various articles on which amounts for appropriations have 
been recommended by the Board of Selectmen and/or the Budget Committee.
NOTE F - ASSIGNED FOR OTHER PURPOSES:
 Historically, the townspeople vote to carry certain departmental unexpended 
balances forward to the following year for expenditure. This is usually in lieu of 
additional appropriations in any particular account.
    Education  573,452.03
    Health and Welfare  14,310.11
    Highways and Bridges  96,039.40
    Unclassified  35,067.26
       718,868.80
NOTE G - EXPENDITURES IN EXCESS OF APPROPRIATIONS:
 During the current year expenditures exceeded appropriations in the following 
general fund categories:
 Appropriation  
Function and Revenue Expenditures Variance
Abatements    –  3,926.00  (3,926.00) 
Homestead    15,546.00   15,546.08   (.08)
 Historically, the Town has not appropriated funds for the abatements, but rather 
funds this expenditure through other unappropriated revenues or the undesignated 
fund balance. The Homestead reimbursement receipts were lower than anticipated.
NOTE H - REVENUE RECOGNITION - PROPERTY TAXES:
 The Town’s property tax for the current year was levied July 23, 2015 on the 
assessed value listed as of April 1, 2015 for all taxable real and personal property 
located in the Town. Taxes were due on October 15, 2015. Interest accrued at 7.00% 
per annum or part thereof commencing October 16, 2015.
 Tax liens are filed against delinquent real estate taxpayers after eight months but 
within one year of the original tax commitment. If the tax, interest, and costs have 
not been paid eighteen months after the filing of a lien certificate then the lien is 
automatically foreclosed.
 The National Council on Governmental Accounting (N.C.G.A.) Interpretation 
No. 3 requires that property tax revenue be recognized only to the extent it will be 
collected within sixty days following the year end. The deferred tax revenue shown 
on the balance sheet represents property taxes not expected to be collected within 
sixty days after the year end.
 Property taxes are recognized when they become available. Available includes 
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those taxes expected to be collected within sixty days after year end as stated above.
NOTE I - RISK MANAGEMENT:
 The Town is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage to, 
and destruction of assets; errors and omissions; injuries to employees; and natural 
disasters. All significant losses are covered by commercial insurance. There has 
been no significant reduction in insurance coverage. Settlement amounts have not 
exceeded insurance coverage for the current year or the three prior years.
NOTE J - OVERLAPPING DEBT:
 The Town of Bremen is situated in Lincoln County and is therefore subject 
to annual assessment of its proportional share of county expenses. Long-term 
debt outstanding in Lincoln County, for which the Town of Bremen would be 
proportionally responsible in the event the County defaulted, is approximately 
$6,190,000.00 at December 31, 2015. The Town of Bremen’s share would be 2.67% 
of the debt, or $165,134.00.
 The Town of Bremen is part of Great Salt Bay Community School District. 
Long-Term Debt outstanding for the District, for which the Town of Bremen would 
be proportionally responsible in the event the District defaulted, is approximately 
$675,380.00 at December 31, 2015. The Town of Bremen’s share would be 13.89% 
of the debt, or $93,810.00. 
NOTE K - DEFERRED REVENUE:
 Deferred revenue at December 31, 2015 consists of the following:
    Prepaid Property Taxes  30.20 
    Suspense  1,133.89
       1,164.09
NOTE L - LONG-TERM DEBT:
 The following is a summary of note transactions of the Town for the year ended 
December 31, 2015:
 BALANCE   BALANCE
 1/1/15 ADDITIONS REDUCTIONS 12/31/15
The First, N.A.  80,805.97 – 19,508.47  61,297.50
 The following is a summary of debt outstanding at December 31, 2015:
 The First, N.A.
  A note payable is for five years with annual principal and interest payments 
of $21,420.00 at an interest rate of 2.35%. The first payment was due April 15, 2014 
and annually thereafter.
 The annual requirements to amortize notes payable as of December 31, 2015 
follows:
 Year Ending Dec. 31 Principal Interest Total
 2016  19,997.50   1,440.50   21,420.00
 2017  20,431.02  970.98  21,420.00
 2018  20,868.98  551.02  21,420.00
   61,297.50   2,962.50   64,260.00 
 Interest paid during 2015 was $1,911.53.
NOTE M - SUBSEQUENT EVENTS:
 Management has made an evaluation of subsequent events to and including the 
audit report date, which was the date the financial statements were available to be 
issued, and determined that any subsequent events that would require recognition or 
disclosure have been considered in the preparation of the financial statements.
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Schedule A-1
TOWN OF BREMEN
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE - GENERAL FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015
 ORIGINAL AND  
 FINAL BUDGET   ACTUAL 
REVENUES:  
Property Taxes   2,103,536.60    2,090,788.30 
Excise Taxes   128,371.84 
Education   20,001.73 
General Government   27,795.36 
Health and Welfare   9,386.50 
Highways and Bridges   32,578.19 
Protection   376.86 
Interest   14,264.26 
Boat Taxes   6,497.28 
Homestead Reimbursement  15,546.08   15,546.00 
Pilot Payments   1,000.00 
Unclassified   560.00 
State Revenue Sharing  16,778.00   16,778.00 
 Total Revenues   2,135,860.68    2,363,944.32 
EXPENDITURES:  
Education   1,208,608.00    1,154,413.28 
General Government  235,841.00   240,204.92 
Health and Welfare  63,737.00   64,989.95 
Highways and Bridges  262,400.00   272,472.05 
Protection  104,600.00   83,605.97 
Special Assessments  243,662.00   243,661.97 
Unclassified  117,730.00   95,212.45 
Notes Payable  22,000.00   21,420.00 
Total Expenditures   2,258,578.00    2,175,980.59 
Excess of Revenues Over 
 (Under) Expenditures   (122,717.32)   187,963.73 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):  
Operating Transfers - In   -    65,458.36 
Operating Transfers - Out  (97,000.00)  (97,170.56)
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)   (97,000.00)  (31,712.20)
Excess of  Revenues and Other Sources Over   
 (Under) Expenditures and Other Uses      (219,717.32)   156,251.53 
Fund Balance, January 1  1,630,044.79   1,630,044.79 
Fund Balance, December 31   1,410,327.47    1,786,296.32
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Schedule A-2
TOWN OF BREMEN
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015
Cash Balance, January 1, 2015    1,563,840.98 
ADD:  CASH RECEIPTS:   
Tax Collections:   
Current Year  1,969,782.98   
Prior Years  122,171.60   
   2,091,954.58  
Excise Taxes   128,371.84  
Boat Taxes    6,497.28  
Departmental (Schedule A-4)   99,488.84  
State Revenue Sharing   19,719.37  
Accounts Receivable   598.08  
Fees - Secretary of State   60,365.49  
2015 Tax Prepayments   30.20  
Sale of Cemetery Lot   240.00  
Homestead Reimbursement   13,147.00  
Transfer in from Reserves   37,527.52  
Payroll Taxes   6,764.95  
Total Cash Receipts    2,464,705.15 
Total Cash Available    4,028,546.13 
LESS:  CASH DISBURSEMENTS:   
Departmental (Schedule A-4)   2,174,658.23  
Fees - Secretary of State   60,826.44  
Transfer To Reserves   77,170.56  
Accounts Payable   2,530.71  
Transfer to Cemetery Trust   240.00  
Total Cash Disbursements    2,315,425.94 
Cash Balance, December 31, 2015    1,713,120.19 
Schedule A-3
TOWN OF BREMEN
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN UNAPPROPRIATED SURPLUS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015
Unappropriated Surplus, January 1, 2015   1,039,897.83 
INCREASE:  
Operating Account Balances Lapsed (Schedule A-4)   327,015.42 
Total   1,366,913.25 
DECREASE:  
Appropriations Per Regular Town Meeting  286,000.00  
Increase in Deferred Taxes  13,485.73  
   299,485.73 
Unappropriated Surplus, December 31, 2015   1,067,427.52 
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Schedule A-5
TOWN OF BREMEN
VALUATION, ASSESSMENT, AND COLLECTIONS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015
  
VALUATION:  
Land  97,222,900.00  
Building  76,623,100.00  
  173,846,000.00  
  
ASSESSMENT:  
Valuation x Rate (173,846,000.00 x .0121)  2,103,536.60  
Supplementals  4,663.43  
   2,108,200.03 
COLLECTIONS AND CREDITS:  
Cash Collections  1,969,782.98  
Abatements  3,926.00  
Prepaid  147.57  
   1,973,856.55 
2015 Taxes Receivable, December 31, 2015   134,343.48 
  
COMPUTATION OF ASSESSMENT
Tax Commitment  2,103,536.60  
Unappropriated Surplus  286,000.00  
State Revenue Sharing  16,778.00  
Homestead Reimbursement  15,546.08  
   2,421,860.68 
REQUIREMENTS:  
Municipal Appropriation  881,308.00  
Education  1,208,608.00  
County Tax  243,662.00  
   2,333,578.00 
Overlay   88,282.68  
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Schedule A-6
 TOWN OF BREMEN 
RECONCILIATION OF TREASURER’S CASH BALANCE
DECEMBER 31, 2015
Petty Cash    100.00 
  
GENERAL FUND CHECKING ACCOUNT:  
The First, Damariscotta, Maine  
Balance Per Bank Statement, 12/31/15  1,680,867.84  
Deduct:  Outstanding Checks  (18,763.10) 
Add: Deposits In Transit  18,939.63  
    1,681,044.37 
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS:  
Bath Savings Institution, Damariscotta, Maine  
Balance Per Passbook    13,909.23 
Bath Savings Institution, Damariscotta, Maine  
Balance Per Passbook    18,066.59 
Cash Balance, December 31, 2015    1,713,120.19 
Schedule A-7
PRIOR YEARS TAXES RECEIVABLE
DECEMBER 31, 2015
  
2013  
Gerald Anderson  156.22  
2012  
Gerald Anderson  164.98  
2011  
Gerald Anderson  172.28  
2010  
Gerald Anderson  228.75  
2009  
Gerald Anderson  36.02  
   758.25 
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 Schedule A-8
TAX LIENS – DECEMBER 31, 2015
2014  
Anderson, Gerald & Shirley  573.28  
Anderson, Gerald, Jr.  91.16  
Barnett, Barbara  1,356.80  
Collamore, Ellen R.  933.86  
Eckman, Roland & Margaret  2,830.20  
Flower, Kenneth & Rhonda  1,556.08  
Genthner, Ricky & Debra  1,401.32  
Ginnaty, Patrick S.  1,325.00  
Goth, Cordelia  2,233.42  
Harper, Brent & West-Harper, Lisa A.  849.41  
Holt, Andrea  915.84  
Kaler, Walter E., III  401.74  
Kaler, Robert E., Jr.  2,054.28  
Pelletier, Robert & Edith  93.28  
Preserve at Pemaquid Pond, LLC  4,796.50  
Prior, Donald E.  1,522.16  
Prior, Jeremy R.  683.70  
Prior, Stephen & Brenda  695.36  
Simmons, Charles A.  1,388.60  
    25,701.99 
2013  
Prior, Donald   1,525.82 
    27,227.81
  Schedule A-9
TAXES RECEIVABLE – DECEMBER 31, 2015
2015 
Achorn Morris, Stephany  4,509.67 
Adnopoz, David & Susan  2,321.99 
Agneta, Gail B.  1,725.46 
Albert, Eugene & Gail  5,901.17 
Albert, Eugene K. & Gail  2,184.05 
Anderson, Eric & Mann, Heather A.  2,140.49 
Anderson, Gerald & Shirley  1,174.91 
Baird, Douglas S. & Margaret A.  20.57 
Baird, Douglas S. & Margaret A.  3,832.07 
Barnett, Barbara  2,087.25 
Barron, George T.  1,599.62 
Braverman, Daniel L.  1,477.41 
Burnham, Lawrence & Melissa  4,272.51 
Cannon, Anne H.  594.11 
Collamore, Bradley & Patricia  601.37 
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Collamore, Ellen R.  1,470.15 
Cross, James & Melissa  1,299.54 
Cull, Robert M.  1,671.01 
Devris, Ioannis & Mary  435.60 
Doyle, Robert & Dilendorf, Michelle D.  2,051.98 
Dunlop, Steven G., Jr. & Steven G., III  10.89 
Eckman, Roland & Margaret  3,535.62 
Flower, Kenneth & Rhonda  1,612.93 
Foote, Rev. Stephen  3,603.10 
Gail M. Lynch, Trustee  3,081.87 
Genthner, Ricky & Debra  1,609.30 
Ginnaty, Patrick S.  1,074.48 
Godine, David  4,129.42 
Goldberg, Grace  401.72 
Goldberg, Grace  1,698.84 
Goth, Cordelia  2,994.75 
Gray, Eunice & Harris, Toby S.  579.28 
Gustafson, Arthur L., III  1,949.31 
Harper, Brent & West-Harper, Lisa A.  1,493.14 
Harrington, Joshua & Etheridge, Nicole  473.52 
Henderson, Winifred, Heirs of  2,043.69 
Hentschel, Peter A.  1,350.36 
Holt, Andrea  600.16 
Hopkins, Ralph H., Jr. & Nancy R.  1,036.97 
Hornberger, James  1,228.15 
Hornberger, William  6,175.84 
Hudson, Todd & Insook  1,687.95 
Hutchins, Karen H.  532.69 
Hyson, Robert O. & Megan J.  891.77 
Jacobs, Dean  311.39 
Jordan, George  438.58 
Kaler, Howard & Sarah  2,330.46 
Kaler, Walter E., III  321.86 
Kaler, Joyce  868.78
Kaler, Robert E., Jr.  2,193.73  
Kelley, Daniel M. & Willey, Maynard W.  298.87  
Kelley, Philip D.  580.80  
Lessner, Debra C.  1,076.90  
Lucey Family L/P  1,712.15  
Markham, J.J.E., Jr. & E.R. & Mclean, E.; Ttees  0.50  
McFarland, Miles & Linda  1,445.47  
Meyers, Jessica J.  5,873.34  
Mullin, Peter  29.04  
Nairn, Bruce Barker  2,254.23  
O’Brien, Brady E.  1,167.65  
Pelletier, Robert & Edith  106.48  
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Preserve at Pemaquid Pond, LLC  6,428.73  
Prior, Cleveland E. & Craig E. & Cynthia A.  643.72  
Prior, Donald E.  1,736.35  
Prior, Jeremy R.  602.58  
Prior, Stephen & Brenda  557.81  
Pusey, Caleb W.  993.41  
Pusey, Caleb W.  90.75  
Rancourt, Jeffrey  742.94  
Redonnett, BE & CS - L/E  544.50  
Simmons, Charles A.  1,174.91  
Stanley, Christopher  591.42  
Sykes, Shane M.  186.34  
Teele, Thomas H. & Debra S.  1,753.29  
Tenney, Mark  423.50  
Tenney, Mark  1,663.75  
The First, NA  435.60  
Vinal, Kenneth & Abbey  1,836.78  
Vinal, Kenneth & Abbey  1,846.46  
Webb, R. Drew S.  69.55  
Wilson, Lorelei  2,251.81  
Witham, Dale  722.25  
Wood, Douglas G. & Angela R.  2,870.12  
    134,343.48 
Schedule A-10
ABATEMENTS — DECEMBER 31, 2015
ABATEMENTS
2015  
Genthner, Carol  72.60  
Landry, John P. & Adrienne  459.80  
Tenney, Teresa  2,789.05  
Prior, Verge, Jr. & Ruth Ann  604.55  
    3,926.00 
SUPPLEMENTALS
2015  
Tenney, Teresa  1,949.89  
Gahm, Lois  1,301.96  
    3,251.85 
2014  
Munson, Marilyn L.   458.98 
2013  
Munson, Marilyn L.   463.31 
2012  
Munson, Marilyn L.  489.29 
    4,663.43 
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Schedule A-11
 TOWN OF BREMEN
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS – DECEMBER 31, 2015
 Principal Unexp. Income
CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS:  
Keene, Aster  300.00   193.38 
Keene, Emily  100.00   57.80 
Webber, Isaac B., Sr.  195.00   88.66 
Webber, Samuel  300.00   190.39 
Webber, Carrie  300.00   217.10 
Collamore, Leslie & Studley, Byron  2,199.62   774.81 
Nash, CK  500.00   177.33 
Albert Kaufman Hillside  1,000.00   352.48 
Collamore, L., Studley, B., Sidelinger, E.  3,000.00   (63.30)
Hillside Cemetery  4,100.00   (645.24)
Kennedy Keene Hillside  100.00   35.11 
Keene, Ralph  200.00   (6.66)
Clifford Collamore Fund  300.00   105.09 
Westen, Frances  1,000.00   350.30 
Stetson Lot  200.00   70.10 
Hillside Cemetery  14,500.00   (2,273.26)
Theodore Mclain Hillside  300.00   105.09 
Theodore Melain Bremen  300.00   105.09 
Cummings, James  167.68   58.65 
Mclain, Eugene  300.00   104.93 
Broad Cove Cemetery  300.00   104.93 
Woodbury, Sans  500.00   175.19 
Balcock Field Cemetery  290.00   (11.97)
  30,452.30   266.00 
Schedule A-12
TOWN OF BREMEN
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS – DECEMBER 31, 2015
FIRE TRUCK:  
Fund Balance, January 1  127,099.66  
 Add:   Interest  879.25  
    Appropriation  30,000.00  
Fund Balance, December 31   157,978.91 
  
REVALUATION:  
Fund Balance, January 1  15,647.72  
 Add:   Interest  108.24  
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    Appropriation  8,000.00  
 Less: Transfer to Town for Revaluation  (20,000.00) 
Fund Balance, December 31   3,755.96 
  
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS:  
Fund Balance, January 1  41,266.25  
 Add:   Interest  285.47  
 Less:  Transfer to Town  (7,898.77) 
Fund Balance, December 31   33,652.95 
  
CONSERVATION COMMISSION:  
Fund Balance, January 1  18,251.77  
 Add:   Interest  18.40  
    Appropriation  3,000.00  
Fund Balance, December 31   21,270.17 
  
ROADS AND BRIDGES:  
Fund Balance, January 1  42,571.54  
 Add: Interest  294.50  
    Appropriation  30,000.00  
Fund Balance, December 31   72,866.04 
  
CEMETERY:  
Fund Balance, January 1  17,527.52  
 Less:  Transfer to Town  (17,527.52) 
Fund Balance, December 31  – 
  
FIRE EQUIPMENT:  
Fund Balance, January 1  3,717.66  
 Add:  Interest  25.72  
    Appropriation  6,000.00  
Fund Balance, December 31   9,743.38 
  
TOWN HOUSE:  
Fund Balance, January 1  11,180.80  
 Add: Interest  77.35  
    Appropriation  20,000.00  
    Deposits  170.56  
 Less:  Transfer to Town  (20,032.07) 
Fund Balance, December 31   11,396.64 
    310,664.05 
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Warrant for Annual Town Meeting
TO: JOHN CLANCY, A RESIDENT OF THE TOWN OF BREMEN
GREETINGS:
Election of Town Officials:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify 
and warn the inhabitants of the said Town of Bremen, qualified to vote 
in Town affairs, to assemble at the Bremen Town Center in said Town on 
Saturday, on the morning of the 26th of March 2016, any time between 8:00 
a.m. and 12:00 p.m. to act on the following Warrant Articles to elect Town 
Officials.
As required by State and Federal voting laws, only voters registered in 
the Town of Bremen are authorized to vote in Town Elections.
To Wit:
Article 1 To elect a Moderator to preside at the Annual Town Meeting, 
the election to be by written ballot at the commencement of the Regular 
Town Meeting.
Article 2 To elect the following Town Officials by secret ballot:
  One (1) Member to the Board of Selectmen/Assessor/
   Overseer of the Poor Three-year term
  One (1) Member to the School Committee Three-year term
  Two (2) Members to the Planning Board Three-year term
  Two (2) Members of the Harbor Committee Three-year term
Town Meeting:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and 
warn the inhabitants of the said Town of Bremen, qualified to participate and 
vote in Town affairs, to assemble at the Bremen Town Center in said Town 
for the Annual Town Meeting on the afternoon of Saturday, the 26th day 
of March 2016, commencing at 2:00 p.m. to act on the following Warrant 
Articles:
As required by State and Federal voting laws, only voters registered in 
the Town of Bremen are authorized to participate and vote in Annual Town 
Meetings.
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Results of the Elections in Article 2 will be announced at said Town 
Meeting.
To Wit:
Articles 3 through 22: General Administration
Article 3 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to 
appoint or act as Road Commissioner and/or Project Manager.
Article 4 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to 
appoint a Budget Committee of nine (9) members, preferably from all parts 
of the Town.
Article 5 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to 
appoint all other Town Officials not elected by ballot at the Annual Town 
Meeting.
Article 6 To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Tax Collector to 
charge and collect interest at a rate not to exceed the State’s maximum 
allowable rate of interest that can be charged per Title 36, M.R.S.A. Section 
505.4. The current maximum rate allowed by the State is (7) percent (subject 
to change).
Article 7 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell 
any property which the Town owns by virtue of Tax Deed or Liens and to 
execute and deliver on behalf of the Town, by Quit Claim Deed as may be 
necessary, the transference of rights, title and interest of said property to the 
Town.
Article 8 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen 
to spend an amount not to exceed 3/12ths of the budgeted amount in each 
Operating Account of the 2016 annual budget during the period from 
January 1, 2017 through March 31, 2017.
Article 9 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen 
to accept and expend, as they deem advisable, donations or voluntary 
contributions for the purpose of carrying out any previously approved 
or authorized Town project or activity without calling a Special Town 
Meeting.
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Article 10 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for the Town Officers’ Salaries and Benefits:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
Selectman (Chair) $3,500 $3,500 $3,500 
Selectman   3,500 3,500 3,500 
Selectman   3,500 3,500 3,500 
Town Clerk/Admin Asst 87,241 36,784 44,200 
Deputy Clerks  41,966 67,800 
FICA-Town Officials/F. Dept 12,000 10,072 12,000 
Code Enforcement 7,500 7,500 7,500 
Fire Chief   5,000 5,000 5,000 
Health Officer 100 0 0 
Ballot Clerks 1,000 204 1,000 
Moderator   150 150 200 
Benefits: Health 15,999 9,358 17,600 
 Retirement  1,451 1,454 2,800 
 Totals  $140,941 $122,988 $168,600 
  Selectmen Recommend:   $168,600 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $168,600 
Article 11 To see what sum, if any, the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for the Operating Accounts:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
Workers’ Comp Ins $3,500 $4,308 $4,500 
Property/Casualty Ins 16,600 16,904 17,850 
Telephone (TC, FD & T.House) 6,000 5,520 6,000 
Electricity (TC, FD & T.House) 4,500 3,276 4,000 
Street Lights 4,200 3,968 4,200 
Fuel (TC, FD & T. House) 10,000 8,876 9,000 
Office Supplies 2,500 2,569 2,800 
Office Equipment 6,500 4,468 6,500 
Computer License 7,800 7,768 8,000 
Postage   1,200 1,162 1,300 
Printing   250 107 250 
Town Reports 4,200 3,970 4,200 
Advertising 750 543 750 
Mileage   1,500 708 1,500 
Dues   2,000 1,858 2,200 
continued next page
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Training   1,500 1,097 1,500 
Tax Liens   1,500 2,525 2,500 
Repair/Maintenance
(TC, FD & T. House) 28,000 26,395 28,000 
Miscellaneous Contingency 1,000 1,759 1,000 
General Assistance 500 798 500 
Cemetery Mowing/Maintenance 6,500 4,697 6,500 
Website   2,000 295 2,000 
 Totals  $112,500 $103,570 $115,050 
  Selectmen Recommend:   $115,050 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $115,050 
Article 12 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for Professional Services:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
Town Attorney $10,000 $10,000 $11,000 
Town Auditor 8,200 7,600 8,200 
Mapping/Survey 800 1,035 1,000 
Property Appraisal 10,000 8,800 10,320 
Consultant/Grant Writer 3,000 0 3,000 
 Totals  $32,000 $27,435 $33,520 
  Selectmen Recommend:   $33,520 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $33,520 
Article 13 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for Roads and Bridges:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
Road Maintenance/Repair $110,000 $111,993 $110,000 
Snow Removal 127,400 128,400 136,495 
Salt   25,000 20,497 25,000 
 Totals  $262,400 $260,890 $271,495 
  Selectmen Recommend:   $271,495 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $271,495 
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Article 14 To see what sum, if any, the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for the Nobleboro/Jefferson Transfer Station:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
   $47,346 $47,346 $44,160 
  Selectmen Recommend:   $44,160 
   Budget Committee Recommends:  $44,160 
Article 15 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to 
authorize the Board of Selectmen to transfer from undesignated Funds, and 
expend as they deem advisable for contingencies that occur during the fiscal 
year without calling a Special Town Meeting:
  Selectmen Recommend:   $10,000 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $10,000 
Article 16 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for the Bremen Fire Department:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
Equipment Maintenance $20,000 $18,734 $20,000 
Building Maintenance 1,000 24 1,000 
Fuel (GasBoy) 2,500 765 2,500 
New Equipment 6,000 5,530 6,000 
Wages   26,000 23,835 26,000 
Administrative Bookkeeping 1,500 1,300 1,500 
Training   3,000 619 3,000 
   $60,000 $50,807 $60,000 
  Selectmen Recommend:   $60,000 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $60,000 
Article 17 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for Disability Insurance for the Bremen Firemen and First 
Responders:
   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
   $1,500 1,019 $1,500 
  Selectmen Recommend:   $1,500 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $1,500 
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Article 18 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for the Bremen Fire/Rescue First Responders:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
Training   $4,000 $295 $4,000 
Maintenance 1,000 170 1,000 
New Equipment 2,500 1,180 2,500 
EMS Membership 500 250 500 
   $8,000 $1,895 $8,000 
  Selectmen Recommend:   $8,000 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $8,000 
Article 19 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for the Selectmen to spend for Hepatitis B vaccinations for 
all firemen and first responders as required by OSHA:
  Selectmen Recommend:   $800 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $800 
Article 20 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for the operating expenses of the following committees:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
Planning Board $2,900 $2,418 $2,750 
Board of Appeals 300 231 300 
Conservation Commission 930 282 1,050 
Town House Committee 500 0 500 
   $4,630 $2,931 $4,600 
  Selectmen Recommend:   $4,600 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $4,600 
Article 21 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to 
transfer monies from the Harbor Savings Account to the General Fund and 
appropriate for Harbor Committee Operations:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
Harbor Master Salary $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 
Facility Maintenance 1,000 467 1,000 
Harbor Committee Expenses 630 107 630 
For Discretionary Funds 3,000 0 3,000 
   $7,130 $3,074 $7,130 
  Selectmen Recommend:   $7,130 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $7,130 
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Article 22 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to 
transfer monies from the Shellfish License Account to the General Fund 
and appropriate for Shellfish Operations:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
Shellfish Warden $6,000 $2,906 $6,000 
Expenses   7,650 3,838 7,650 
   $13,650 $6,744 $13,650 
  Requested by Shellfish Committee: $13,650 
  Budget Committee Recommends: $13,650 
Article 23 To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend for 
Regular Instruction.
  School Committee Recommends: $302,250 
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $302,250 
Article 24 To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend for 
Special Education.
  School Committee Recommends: $82,703 
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $82,703 
Article 25 To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend for 
Career and Technical Education.
  School Committee Recommends: $0
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $0
Article 26 To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend for 
Other Instruction.
  School Committee Recommends: $0
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $0
Article 27 To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend for 
Student and Staff Support.
  School Committee Recommends: $834 
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $834 
Article 28 To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend for 
System Administration.
  School Committee Recommends: $13,569 
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $13,569 
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Article 29 To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend for 
School Administration.
  School Committee Recommends: $0
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $0
Article 30 To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend for 
Transportation and Buses. 
  School Committee Recommends: $26,244 
 Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $26,244 
Article 31 To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend for 
Facilities Maintenance. 
  School Committee Recommends: $0
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $0
Article 32 To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend for 
Debt Service. 
  School Committee Recommends: $0
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $0
Article 33 To see what sum the Town will be authorized to expend for All 
Other Expenditures. 
  School Committee Recommends: $0
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $0
ARTICLE 34 SUMMARIZES THE PROPOSED SCHOOL BUDGET 
Article 34 To see what sum the Town will authorize the school committee 
to expend for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2016 and ending June 30, 
2017 from the Town’s contribution to the total cost of funding public 
education from grade 9 to grade 12 as described in the Essential Programs 
and Services Funding Act, non-state-funded school construction projects, 
additional local funds for school purposes under the Maine Revised 
Statutes, Title 20-A, Section 15690, unexpended balances, tuition receipts, 
state subsidy and other receipts for the support of schools.
  School Committee Recommends: $425,601 
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend: $425,601 
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continued next page
ARTICLE 35 RAISES FUNDS FOR 
THE PROPOSED SCHOOL BUDGET
School Budget Funding Explanation
Article 35 Required Local (EPS) Raise Amount 
Additional Local Raise Amount 
Total Local Funds Raised 
Fund Balance Forward Estimate 
State Subsidy Estimate 
Total School Budget Request 
*Local Required, Additional, and Subsidy figures are preliminary figures 
provided by the Maine DOE on __________.
Article 35 To see what sum the Town will appropriate for the total cost 
of funding public education from kindergarten to grade 12 as described 
in the Essential Programs and Services Funding Act (School Committee 
Recommends $__________) and to see what sum the Town will raise as 
the Town’s contribution to the total cost of funding public education from 
kindergarten to grade 12 as described in the Essential Programs and Services 
Funding Act in accordance with the Maine Revised Statutes, Title 20-A, 
section 15688.
  School Committee Recommends:
Explanation: The Town’s contribution to the total cost of funding public 
education from kindergarten to grade 12 as described in the Essential 
Programs and Services Funding Act is the amount of money determined by 
state law to be the minimum amount that a municipality must raise in order 
to receive the full amount of state dollars. 
Article 36 (Written ballot required) To see what sum the Town will raise 
and appropriate in additional local funds (Recommend $__________) which 
exceeds the State’s Essential Programs and Services allocation model by 
$__________, as required to fund the budget recommended by the School 
Committee.
  The School Committee recommends $__________ for 
additional local funds and gives the following reasons for exceeding the 
State’s Essential Programs and Services funding model by $__________:
  Statutorily required amounts for secondary tuition, as well as 
special education, facilities maintenance, and transportation costs, exceed 
the State’s EPS funding model.
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Explanation: The additional local funds are those locally raised funds over 
and above the Town’s local contribution to the total cost of funding public 
education from kindergarten to grade 12 as described in the Essential 
Programs and Services Funding Act and local amounts raised for the 
annual payment on non-State funded debt service that will help achieve the 
Town Budget for educational programs.
ARTICLE 37 AUTHORIZES EXPENDITURE OF GRANTS AND 
OTHER RECEIPTS FOR EDUCATION PURPOSES
Article 37 Shall the Bremen School Committee be authorized to expend 
such other sums as may be received from federal or state grants or programs 
or other sources during the fiscal year for education purposes, provided that 
such grants, programs, or other sources do not require the expenditure of 
other funds not previously appropriated.
ARTICLE 38 AUTHORIZES THE 
ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM
Article 38 To see if the Town will appropriate $__________ for Adult 
Education and raise $_______ as the local share, with authorization to 
expend any additional, incidental, or miscellaneous receipts in the interest 
and for the well-being of the adult education program:
  Requested Local Share:
  Budget Committee & Selectmen Recommend:
Article 39 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to raise 
and appropriate monies for Animal Control Operations:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
Boothbay Humane Society $806 $806 $806 
Animal Control - Wages 1,300 2,130 3,000 
   $2,106 $2,936 $3,806 
  Selectmen Recommend:   $3,806 
  Budget Committee Recommends:  $3,806 
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Article 40 To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for 
the Bremen Conservation Land Use Reserve Fund. The funds will be used 
for land conservation efforts, property purchases, and easements.
  Requested by Bremen Conservation Committee: $3,000 
  Budget Committee Recommends: $3,000 
Article 41 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for the Bremen Library:
  Requested by Bremen Library: $6,000 
  Budget Committee Recommends: $6,000 
Article 42 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for Central Lincoln County Ambulance:
  Requested by CLC Ambulance: $3,200 
  Budget Committee Recommends: $3,200 
Article 43 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to 
recommend, raise, and appropriate for Memorial Day observation 
expenses:
  Selectmen Recommend: $300 
  Budget Committee Recommends: $300 
Article 44 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for charitable contributions. Each line to be voted on 
separately:
Account   2015 2015 2016
   Appropriations Actual Request
Coastal Transportation $500 $500 $500 
CLC YMCA 1,500 1,500 1,500 
Eldercare Network 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Healthy Kids 1,500 1,500 1,500 
Lifeflight Foundation 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Midcoast Community Action 1,025 1,025 1,025 
Mobius   300 300 0 
New Hope for Women 830 830 830 
Pemaquid Watershed Assoc. 500 500 500 
Spectrum Generations 830 830 853 
Waldoboro Food Pantry 600 600 700 
   $10,585 $10,585 $10,408 
  Budget Committee Recommends: $10,408 
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Article 45 To see if the Town will vote to NOT operate an alewife fishery 
in Muscongus Harbor or Muscongus Brook for 2016.
Article 46 To see if the Town will vote to permit the Treasurer to accept 
pre-payments on 2016 taxes prior to the October 15 due date.
   
Article 47 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for replacement of Town Center front deck, handicap ramp, 
stairs, and waterproofing of south wall.
  Selectmen Recommend: $22,000
  Budget Committee Recommends: $22,000
   
Article 48 By Petition, shall an Amendment to the Bremen Shoreland 
Zoning Ordinance, to change a 140-foot portion of Map 4, Lot 38 from 
Resource Protection to Shoreland Residential, be enacted?
Respectfully submitted by
The Bremen Board of Selectmen:
WENDY  PIEH, Chairperson
JOHN  MARSH
HENRY  NEVINS
A True Copy
Attest: KELLY  A.  CLANCY
Bremen Town Clerk
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Municipal Office Notes
This year’s Spirit of America Award was given to the Bremen Fire 
Department/First Responders. Larry Smith, firefighter/EMT, accepted the 
award for the Fire Department.
As voted on at Town Meeting each year, the Town permits the Treasurer 
to accept prepayments on the annual real estate taxes prior to the October 
15 due date. 
During the Town’s recent property revaluation, improvements to 
properties without permits were found. Therefore, the Bremen Selectmen 
would like to remind any landowner or person occupying land in Bremen 
who plans to construct, reconstruct, alter, relocate, replace or expand any 
structure, or move earth or clear land to first consult the appropriate Town 
Ordinances as well as the Code Enforcement Officer and, if necessary, the 
Planning Board before beginning such activity. These consultations are 
recommended for all properties; they are especially important if the land in 
question is in the more restrictive districts of the Shoreland Zone, as defined 
by the Town’s official zoning map.
The zoning map and the Town’s Ordinances can be found on the 
Town’s web site (Bremenmaine.org) and at the Town Office. There you will 
also find instructions for contacting the Code Enforcement Officer and the 
Planning Board.
If you need a registration renewal reminder, please visit the Maine 
Bureau of Motor Vehicles website and leave your e-mail address (http://
www.maine.gov/online/bmv/rapid-renewal). They will e-mail you one 
month prior to your registration expiration date. 
Please remember to register your dog(s). Registrations for the next year 
are available after October 15. They are due December 31st. After January 
31, you will be charged a late fee of $25.00 (Maine State Law).
Please remember it is illegal under Maine State Law (29A MRSA 2396) 
to push snow or slush into public roads. The law provides for penalties to 
violators. It is against the law and also very dangerous. Your cooperation in 
ending this practice will be appreciated.
If you see a street light in Town that is not working, please call the 
Town Office with the location and pole number. The Town pays for the 
street lights whether they are in working order or not. This is also a safety 
issue.
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WE NEED VOLUNTEERS
     
   
Appeals Board
Board of Assessment Review
Budget Committee
Conservation Commission
Fire Department
Harbor Committee
Historical Society
Library Association
Muscongus Community Club
Patriotic Club
Planning Board
Rescue/First Responders
Shellfish Committee
Town House Committee
       
Contact the 
Town Office 
for Information
WE NEED YOU
Bremen Town House Bremen Library
Bremen Fire Dept.
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Telephone Directory
Animal Control Officer (Lincoln County Sheriff’s Dept.) ............ 882-7332
Bremen Post Office ........................................................................ 529-5494
Bremen Public Library ................................................................... 529-5572
CLC Ambulance (Non-Emergency)............................................... 563-1414
County Commissioners’ Office ...................................................... 882-6311
Fire Department (Non-Emergency) ............................................... 529-5104
Forest Fire Warden ......................................................................... 529-5326
Lincoln Academy ........................................................................... 563-3596
Medomak Valley High School ....................................................... 832-5389
Miles Memorial Hospital ............................................................... 563-1234
Northern New England Poison Center .................................1-800-222-1222
Selectmen’s Office ......................................................................... 529-5945
Shellfish Warden ............................................................................ 563-3200
Sheriff’s Dept. (Non-Emergency) .................................................. 563-3200
State Police ...........................................................................1-800-452-4664
Superintendent of Schools ............................................................. 563-3044
Town Office ................................................................................... 529-5945
DIAL 9-1-1 FOR
Sheriff’s Dept. (Emergency)
Fire Dept. (Emergency)
Ambulance (Emergency)
First Responders (Emergency)
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We can’t help you
IF  WE  CAN’T  FIND  YOU!
Bremen Volunteer Fire Department and Bremen First Responders 
are offering all Bremen residents reflective address markers free of charge. 
They are 6 x 18 inch metal plates with 4 inch reflective numbers. We will 
install them for you. All you need to do is ask one of us, contact the Town 
Office or e-mail us at firedept@tidewater.net.
We strongly urge everyone to take advantage of this offer which is 
possible only because of your generosity in our recent fund raising drive. 
Too many homes in our Town have no markers or are inadequately marked, 
particularly at night.
Please help us to help you by contacting us as soon as possible.
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